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About PBI Colombia

P

eace Brigades International is a non-governmental organisation, recognised by the
United Nations, which has had a permanent
team of international accompaniers in Colombia since 1994.
PBI Colombia’s mission is to protect spaces for human rights defenders, organisations and communities
who have been threatened because of their non-violent work supporting and defending human rights and
social justice.

PBI Colombia works exclusively at the request of
local organisations and never seeks to take over from
local initiatives which defend human rights, and it
gives them support through:
•
being present and carrying out international
observation and accompaniment,
•
publishing information,
•
advocacy and communications,
•
psychosocial workshops.
PBI Colombia’s mandate is non-partisan, and it ascribes to the philosophy of non-violence, the international human rights framework and strict respect for
Colombian laws.

Areas of work
On-the-ground presence
of international observers

Dialogue

with Colombian civilian and
military authorities, the diplomatic corps in Colombia, international organisms and different EU
and North American government authorities

Producing

and distributing
information on the organisations PBI
accompanies and their protection needs

Psychosocial support

and repairing the social fabric
through self-protection workshops
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Where we work
Cesar

Sucre

Bolívar

Apartadó

Antioquia

Norte de Santander
Barrancabermeja
Santander
Boyacá
Casanare

Chocó
Bogotá
Valle del Cauca
Cauca

Regions where PBI
accompanies

PBI offices
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Achievements

The Field Team carried out 211
profile-raising visits to the NGOs
it accompanies, spent 1,037 days
accompanying them, and held
316 meetings with the people and
organisations it protects.
PBI Colombia accompanies 16
organisations, one community and two
individual human rights defenders.
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411 advocacy meetings were held
in Colombia, and 209 were held
internationally.
The Psychosocial Team held 52
workshops, in which 923 people took
part.
The pbicolombia blog had 70,750
visits.
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PBI - an example of
efficiency and commitment

D

uring 2016, the PBI Project in Colombia redoubled its efforts to respond to a changing
and demanding context, shaped by the final months of peace negotiations in Havana
between the Colombian Government and the FARC.
Throughout the year, Colombian civil society organisations came together for peace education initiatives
through which collectives and communities reflected
on the content of the Peace Agreements and were given training to build their capacity and develop mechanisms to monitor the agreements and ensure that they
are fulfilled. PBI prioritised this line of work throughout the year, with the goal of strengthening these
peace-building spaces which were so vital during the
period leading up to the signature of the agreements.
As well as its efforts regarding the peace agreements, PBI continued to accompany organisations and
10

communities and their work defending human rights,
with particular emphasis on those who are protecting
land and territory, and defending their rights in the face
of economic interests. These sectors are considered to
be the most threatened, together with those who work
on the peace agreements.
This intense activity led to an exponential increase
in all aspects of PBI’s work in terms of its integral protection model. The 2016 results are an unequivocal
demonstration of efficient resource management and
the tireless commitment of PBI’s volunteers at a key
moment in Colombian history. Below are some figures which demonstrate, not just PBI’s prolific work in
2016, but also the increased risks defenders are facing
despite a reduction in the statistics on violence in the
country.

PBI provided 1,037 days of physical accompaniment in the field, which is an increase of 49% compared to 2015 with the same amount of volunteers.
This achievement is partly attributed to the consolidation of the Bogota Team, which was reopened mid-way
through 2015. These numbers confirm the new Bogota
Team’s potential reach which has enabled the Uraba
and Barrancabermeja teams to focus on their regions,
and also increase the accompaniment in the rest of the
country, yielding a broader impact in new regions and
consolidating the impact in existing areas.
The communications work reached unprecedented
levels, with 70,000 visits to the blog, 37% more than in
2015. PBI is reaffirmed as a reference throughout the
world to find out about the human rights situation in
Colombia. Some of the outstanding communications
work in 2016 includes the focus on women defenders,
and efforts for the message about our history and the
way our organisation functions to reach the general
public.
The Advocacy Team responded to three waves of
threats and murders in the country by activating the
Support Network, and increasing the number of advocacy meetings by 48% compared to the year before.
Three delegations of the diplomatic corps were organised and accompanied, as well as seven international
speaking tours by defenders in Europe and the US.
These enabled the communities to explain first-hand
the risks they face, and to build up their international
support networks. In Europe, the advocacy was bolstered by a second position focused on multiplying
PBI’s impact by working with PBI Country Groups in
Europe. On an international level, PBI’s participated

in the EuroLat Assembly, gave input into the report
published by the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights and the public statement by the EU, and to letters from members of the US Congress which took up
PBI’s request for them to reject the increase in attacks
suffered by defenders in 2016.
PBI’s psychosocial work also focused on accompanying local and regional initiatives for peace, justice
and truth. Thanks to an increase in resources (from
two to three people in 2016), 52 workshops were held,
reaching 932 people, which represents the biggest
impact ever in PBI Colombia’s history in this line of
work. Of all the spaces we took part it, we highlight
the Schools for Memory and Non-Repetition, a joint
initiative of several organisations, which supports the
efforts of communities and organisations to record,
document and reflect on the root causes of violence
and what is needed for peace.
This year, we are concerned to observe the gradual
fall in financial support for human rights protection in
Colombia. And yet, the increase in attacks and murders of defenders in 2016 demonstrates that their security situation is deteriorating as a result of their work
and the attempts to supress it. We must not fall prey to
the illusion that Colombia has become a place where
defending human rights is guaranteed, now that the
Government and FARC have signed an agreement. The
figures, reports and testimonies point to a very different reality, one where people who advocate for building a sustainable peace with social justice, more than
ever, need the support of the international community
in terms of protection, raising awareness and funding.
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Focal areas

Threats against land-rights leaders.
Human rights violations caused by
economic interests.
Concern for high levels of impunity.
Informing the international
community of the threats to people
who dedicate themselves to defending
human rights and building a lasting
and sustainable peace.
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Current
context and
human rights
situation
The situation for human rights
defenders turned critical in 2016

D

uring 2016 there were three waves of assassinations and attacks against human rights
defenders, opposition leaders and social
leaders. These waves of political violence
occurred against the backdrop of the peace process
between the Colombian Government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). Yet while
the negotiation tables moved forward in consolidating
the outstanding agreements on the peace agenda, the
whole country was witnessing an upsurge in the persecution of social leaders and human rights defenders.
The organisation Frontline Defenders reported that
85 people from this collective were murdered in 2016,1
(of a total of 285 people killed throughout the world).
Colombia, according to Frontline, is the country where
the most human rights defenders were murdered in
the world in 2016.2 The Agrarian Summit (Cumbre
Agraria) reported even more killings, registering a total of 94 deaths.3
The United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights (UNHCHR) emphasised that most of these cases (75%) took place in rural areas against leaders who
worked on issues of peace, land restitution and political participation.4 Additionally, a tendency has been
observed that the attacks are mainly directed against
defenders of land and territory, in other words, environmentalists, indigenous leaders, land claimants and
opponents of the economic interests of extractive industries, agro-industry or cattle ranching.5 PBI activated its support network three times during 2016 as a
result of these incidents.
The UNHCHR registered 57 murders until December, 13 of which occurred after the signature of the first
Peace Agreement on 26 September.6 During the campaign for the plebiscite which asked “Do you support
the final agreement to end the conflict and build a stable and lasting peace?”7 the Electoral Observation Mission warned of 15 cases of political violence in areas
where the Rural Transitional and Normalisation Zones
were to be established. Social organisations warned
that during the implementation phase of the agreements the violence could increase.
After the first wave of attacks and murders in March,
the Government created a High Level Commission to investigate the murders and threats against human rights
defenders. There was some progress in investigations,
but most of them have not been completed. Territorial
Guarantees Roundtables8 were organised in March and
April, but the measures did not prevent the waves of
attacks being repeated in September and November.
There is a sizeable debate about whether the attacks against human rights defenders in Colombia are
systematic. It is worrying that Government representatives maintain that there are no elements to suggest
the attacks against defenders are systematic, when
there have been on average 50 murders per year in
recent years,9 and when the general homicide rate in
2016 in Colombia was at its lowest since 1974.10 The authorities have presented the causes of the murders as
being personal conflicts, revenge or general violence
and common delinquency arising in highly conflictive
areas due to cocaine or illegal mining, and not because
of their work defending human rights.11
16

Peace Agreement
After 4 years of peace negotiations in Havana
(Cuba), 2016 saw the signature of the highly anticipated Peace Agreement between the Government and the
FARC guerrillas. The signature’s celebration echoed
around the world. And yet the euphoria was as great
as the surprise when on 2 October Colombian society
rejected the Agreement at the ballot boxes in the plebiscite.12
For human rights and victims’ organisations and
those who campaigned in favour of the Agreement, the
disappointment was even greater. The political polarisation caused by the vote also resulted in an increase
in security risks for organisations who campaigned for
“Yes”, in a context where illegal armed groups are persisting.
After political dialogue between the Government
and different sectors of the “No” vote, a new Final
Agreement was reached containing amendments on
the issue of land, gender, truth and justice, amongst
others, which was signed on 24 November and ratified
by Congress through a vote on 1 December. From then
onwards the implementation phase began. The new
agreements had support from the victims of the conflict who travelled to Havana.13 This happened in spite
of substantial changes on several issues, like the participation of victims and human rights organisations,
about which the International Center for Transitional
Justice (ICTJ) stated, “the participation of victims is not
clear in the new system, and because it is not clear,
there is a risk that it won’t be effective”. 14
Even after the Agreement was rejected at the ballot
boxes, the Government and FARC decided to maintain
the Bilateral and Definitive Cease Fire and Cessation of
Hostilities. The FARC troops gathered at the Prior-Regrouping Transitional Points (PPT) under the monitoring of the Monitoring and Verification Mechanism, a
tripartite mechanism coordinated by the United Nations, awaiting a new Agreement and its implementation. The situation created uncertainty and insecurity
for the FARC and the civilian population in these areas.
After the Amnesty Law was approved, the FARC began
moving to the 26 Rural Transitional and Normalisation
Zones and Points.
The beginning of the Agreements’ implementation created tensions between people whose interests
were affected by the Peace Agreements. On the other
hand it is also a phase in which organisations will present proposals and take part.

Neo-paramilitaries
Most of the attacks against human rights defenders (66%) continue to be committed by neo-paramilitary groups.15 Throughout 2016, these groups were extending their territorial presence and increasing their
visibility. The ‘Autodefensas Gaitanistas de Colombia’
also published several videos showing their military
units undergoing training.16 In April, Indepaz warned of
the presence of 14 “narco-paramilitary” structures in
149 municipalities in the country.17 There are concerns
over how these groups are occupying territories that

had been controlled by the FARC for decades.18
The ‘Autodefensas Gaitainistas de Colombia’ have
extensive territorial presence, which was demonstrated in March and April when they held an armed shutdown which lasted 48 hours and was effective in 36
municipalities in 8 departments, during which they
threatened the population and forced people to stop all
activities.19 Concerns over the persistence of neo-paramilitary groups also led to the inclusion of a point
on Security Guarantees in the Agreement, not just for
the FARC but also for the Colombian social movement
and human rights defenders, which provides for the
creation of an “Integral Security System” which includes: security guarantees for social movements and
organisations; the National Commission for Security
Guarantees, and the creation of a Special Investigation
Unit for Dismantling Criminal Organisations Responsible for Homicides and Massacres or which attack Human Right Defenders, Social Movements or Political
Movements, which continue to operate and expand
throughout the country. In spite of all this, the Government continues to deny the existence of neo-paramilitaries.20

Social mobilisation and repression
2016 saw important mobilisations take place,
which were linked to advances in the peace processes
with the FARC and the National Liberation Army (ELN).
At the end of May the Agrarian, Ethnic and Popular
Minga began mobilising and brought together 70,000
people21 who wanted to show the opposition of differ-

ent social sectors to the Government’s economic and
development policies,22 denounce non-compliance
with commitments made by the Government after the
agrarian strike of 2013,23 and express their support for
the dialogues with the FARC and the ELN.24 Nonetheless, according to the National Indigenous Organisation of Colombia (ONIC), one of the organisations that
called the Minga, three people were killed,25 200 were
injured, 170 were detained and 104 were prosecuted
during the 15 day mobilisation; there were also threats
made against the mobilisation.26
A letter signed by 33 Members of the European
Parliament expressed their concern for the situation
and, in particular, for the actions of the riot squad, the
Mobile Anti-disturbances Squad (ESMAD).27 Human
rights organisations have been denouncing abuses by
this unit of the National Police and calling for it to be
dismantled for a long time,28 and there are reported to
be 682 victims of the ESMAD’s violence until August
2016, and mass detentions of family farmers. In 2016
there were several large mobilisations organised, according to CINEP, four mobilisations at a national level
by March 2016, and then the massive Agrarian, Ethnic and Popular Minga, amongst others, which saw at
least 3 people killed and more than 130 injured by the
ESMAD’s actions.29
There have also been several cases of prosecutions against members of social movements, farming,
indigenous and trade union leaders in general, and of
other participants in the mobilisations.30 This a worrying context for a period of transition, during which the
organisations are playing a fundamental role in build17

ing peace, and the restrictions on their work-spaces
and on social mobilisations have a negative impact on
the capacity for political participation. Guarantees for
political participation are part of the peace agreement,
and respect for it and its implementation are necessary
for a stable and lasting peace.31 The agreement on participation includes a chapter on guarantees for mobilisation and peaceful protest.32
The Government, however, announced that the
ESMAD will be reinforced after the peace agreement
because more mobilisations are expected to take
place.33 It is concerning that the national Government,
in the face of an increase in social mobilisations and
peaceful protests, is strengthening a police unit whose
repressive actions and abuses have been denounced
repeatedly.
Human rights organisations have also expressed
their concern about the approval of a new Police Code.
According to the Colombia-Europe-United States Coordination (CCEEU), although the code included some
of the suggestions put forward by human rights organisations, such as recognising the legitimacy of spontaneous protests, it does not include the recommendation for the police to be demilitarised, and the CCEEU
also states that the code puts several fundamental
rights at risk.34

The implementation of the
Agreements does not provide funding
for civil society organisations
Support from the international community for the
peace process increased as the peace process progressed. Both the European Union35 and the United
States Government36 announced financial support for
the post-conflict phase. However, there is concern that
funding for the post-conflict will not go directly to Colombian civil society and human rights organisations
and will instead be solely focused on bilateral cooperation with the Colombian State, which will affect
the organisations’ capacity to undertake their human
rights work independently, for example in their search
for justice for State crimes.
There is also concern that there will be less political attention from the international community for the
human rights situation in Colombia, which according
to the facts outlined above, remains critical.
PBI has expressed concern for the weakening of the
UNHCHR’s mandate and the lack of a human rights observation mandate for the Tripartite Verification Mechanism coordinated by the UN, in spite of the risks facing
the civilian population and human rights organisations
in the areas where the FARC is demobilising and disarming. PBI highlights the importance of widening the
mandate of the UN Mission or the mandate of a second mission at the General Assembly, and of including in the mandate the verification of the agreements’
implementation, the ex-combatants’ reintegration into
civilian life and security guarantees, with an emphasis
on human rights and monitoring the security conditions for the agreements’ implementation.
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Protective
accompaniment
With organizations and communities
promoting human rights in Colombia

Bogota and 							
the Southwest

I

n 2016, the Bogota Field Team was accompanying the defenders during an unstable and changing period of the negotiations, plebiscite and
signature of the Peace Agreement between the
Colombian Government and the FARC. The Team was
able to fulfil most of the petitions for accompaniment
made by the defenders to the Eastern Plains and the
Southwest of Colombia, accompanying the human
rights organisations who are resisting impunity, fighting for environmental justice and the rights of people
in prison and strengthening the social fabric of the indigenous, farming and afro-descendant communities.
The Team also accompanied different organisations
and defenders in Bogota to hearings, emblematic organisations and mobilisations. It also made regular
visits to the organisations’ offices to maintain the visibility of the international accompaniment and close,
trusting and mutually supportive relationships.
22

Cundinamarca and 		
Eastern Plains
Jose Alvear Restrepo Lawyers’
Collective, (Ccajar)
The Bogota Team continues to have a good relationship with CCAJAR. This is strengthened through
weekly visits to its offices and regular meetings with its
Board of Directors during which CCAJAR shares information about the cases it is handling and updates the
Team about the threats relating to its work. In March
2016, former president Alvaro Uribe Velez made a defamatory statement about CCAJAR, by once again accusing one of its members (Daniel Prado Albbarracin)
of being a former guerrilla, and accusing Collective of
defrauding the State by taking money for false victims.
Additionally, in June CCAJAR was subject to unlawful
gathering of personal data by the National Police and
by agents of the Pacific oil company, who set up an
illegal checkpoint on the bridge that connects Rubiales
to Santa Helena, in Puerto Gaitan.
During 2016, PBI accompanied lawyer Eduardo
Carreño fifteen times in Bucaramanga, Medellin, Cali
and Buga to court hearing for historic and emblematic
cases, like that, for example of former Senator Piedad
Cordoba in Medellin, for the testimony of Ivan Roberto
Duque (alias ‘Ernesto Baez’) a close friend of Carlos
Castaño, leader of the paramilitary group ‘Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia’ (AUC).
The Team also accompanied CCAJAR to the inquest hearing for the Massacre of Trujuillo and to training workshops it has organised on human rights.

Social Corporation for Community
Advice and Training, (COSPACC)
PBI accompanied COSPACC for its work in highrisk areas in the Eastern Plains: Arauca, Casanare and
Boyaca. COSPACC’s intensive work mainly centres
on human rights and international humanitarian law
training, and on gathering testimonies of human rights
violations.
The Corporation is particularly at risk in Casanare,
where Daniel Abril, a leader of the family farmers’
movement and human rights defender who was very
close to the organisation, was murdered in November
2015. In light of his killing, COSPACC created the Daniel Abril Environmental and Grassroots School of Research, the objective of which is to train 50 leaders of
the social movement in Casanare, for social and grassroots research on the dynamics and impacts of the extractive industries, to document their effects and the
alternatives that can be generated to support projects
for sovereignty, dignity and quality of life.
COSPACC was the 2015 winner of the National
Award for the Defence of Human Rights in the category of “Collective experience or process of the year”

and in 2016 did a speaking tour in the US. The members of the Corporation have had a number of security
incidents, one of which was the arbitrary detention of
its director, Martin Ayala, by the Bogota Metropolitan
Police.1

Inter-Church Justice and Peace
Commission – Eastern Plains
In 2016, PBI accompanied the CIJP team seventeen
times in Bogota, mainly to the Eastern Plains and to
hearings in the city of Bogota. They also accompanied
Danilo Rueda to Buenaventura, (Valle del Cauca) during a delegation of seven Embassy representatives
(Norway, United Kingdom, Italy, France, Germany,
Netherlands and the European Union) to meet with indigenous communities and land claimants.
The Team accompanied Abilio Peña to the hearing
where Carlo Vigna presented evidence during a libel
case, and to a hearing in Bogota for the claim brought
against the multinational Poligrow for events which
took place in Mapiripan. Fabio Ariza was accompanied
on a visit to the Jiw and Sikuani indigenous communities in Mapiripan, where they held meetings and workshops on strengthening the community’s social fabric.
In the second semester of 2016 CIJP’s staff in Bogota and Popayan reported being under surveillance
and Danilo Rueda was followed, and the indigenous
and farming communities accompanied by CIJP were
threatened and harassed.
On a national level, the Commisssion has been involved in important peace building initiatives in rural
areas, alongside the Conpaz network (Communities
Building Peace in the Territories).

Foundation Committee in Solidarity
with Political Prisoners, (FCSPP)Bogota and Valle
The Bogota team continued to visit the Committee’s offices in Bogota and Cali and held periodic meetings with the organisation’s members, to stay up to
date on their security and on the state of the processes
it accompanies.
This year the Committee’s president, Franklin
Castañeda, was accompanied four times in Bogota
during marches and public events, and lawyer Fernando Kekhan was accompanied three times to hearings
and reparations events in Casanare and to a hearing
in North Santander. Zoraida Hernandez (who is in
charge of protection for the FCSPP) was accompanied
to the negotiating table at the agrarian strike which
took place at the beginning of June in Santander de
Quilichao (Cauca), as were Rodrigo Serrano and Alex23

andra Gonzalez Zapata, who are also members of the
Committee.
Because of their high profiles as human rights defenders during the march on 1 May, Franklin Castañeda and Alexandra González Zapata were threatened
with prosecution by members of the security forces
who also made slanderous statements to them.

Claudia Julieta Duque
During 2016, the trial of Jose Miguel Narvaez, former assistant director of the now defunct Department
of Administrative Security (DAS) for psychological torture, and the trials of former directors of intelligence
Giancarlo Auque de Silvestria and Enrique Ariza Rivas
have made some progress.
In May, the Public Prosecutor charged four other
former DAS officials for the psychological torture of
Claudia Julieta: Emiro Rojas Granados, former assistant director in Antioquia, William Merchan, who directed actions and electronic attacks against Claudia
Julieta’s privacy, Juan Carlos Sastoque, former G3
detective, and Nestor Pachon Bermudez, who was
involved in following and kidnapping Claudia Julieta
Duque in 2001.
At the end of the year, the judge issued an order for
the preventative detention of former assistant director
of the DAS Emiro Rojas Granados and of the former
intelligence detective Nestor Pacho Bermudez.2 This
is another important step towards integral justice and
truth. Meanwhile, Claudia Julieta continues to work as
a journalist and published an article criticizing the UNP
measures, which caused a big stir.3
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The journalist, as well as her daughter and her
mother have been followed, recording, and received
threatening phone calls to their home, as has her
lawyer Victor Velasquez Gil. PBI therefore decided to
accompany Claudia Julieta continuously through regular visits to her home, accompanying her to the Prosecutor’s office, to court hearings, Police stations and
on other errands in the city of Bogota. PBI has also
accompanied her politically, and raised her case with
a number of embassies and Colombian State institutions.

DH Colombia
In 2016, retired general Mario Montoya, who was
commander of the Army under the administration
of Alvaro Uribe, was summoned to a hearing by the
Public Prosecutor who issued charges against him for
‘false positive’ killings during 2006 and 2007. These
cases include the extrajudicial killings of two young
men Alex Ramirez and Darvey Mosquera Castillo, who
were murdered in 2008. Jorge Molano, a lawyer and
member of DH Colombia has received several threats
because of his involvement in the case, as has German
Romero (lawyer and member of DH Colombia).
During the last three months of 2016, PBI began
accompanying German Romero, meeting with him,
going with him to hearings for cases he and Jorge Molano are handling, and also accompanying him during
his individual trips to other departments where he has
received several threats in recent years. PBI also began accompanying William Rozo, who works on the
issue of humanitarian exhumations.

The Team’s accompaniment of Colectivo DH Colombia also involves a lot of political support, facilitating spaces with the diplomatic corps and having
advocacy meeting to push for the adoption of protection measures that are needed to enable them to keep
doing their work on peace and truth.

ber 2016 to the Agroarte Collective in Medellin and its
leader, rapper Aka, for the commemoration of the 14th
Anniversary of Operation Orion which he led in District
13, where he is frequently targeted by threats.

Nydia Erika Bautista Foundation
(FNEB)

The Bogota Team also occasionally accompanies
organisations like the Permanent Committee for the
Defence of Human Rights (CPDH), Humanidad Vigente
and the Movement of Victims of State Crimes (MOVICE)
These organisations’ members and the people
they work with have suffered multiple security incidents because of their work. Humanidad Vigente has
had a number of incidents, including arbitrary detentions and being followed.
Members of the CPDH in Valle del Cauca and Movice were named in threats that appeared in leaflets. Argemiro Lara, a land claimant who is also a member of
the CPDH was the target of an assassination attempt in
November 2016
Due to these situations, and thanks to an increase
in the number of volunteers in the Bogota Team, PBI
was able to increase the number of visits and meetings
to their offices in Bogota, Valle del Cauca and Cauca,
and provide more accompaniment to other regions
of Colombia like Putumayo, enabling them to raise
the profile of their international accompaniment and
therefore increase their preventative protection.

PBI has done wide-ranging accompaniment of the
Nydia Erika Bautista Foundation, particularly national and international advocacy, which enabled Yanette
Bautista and Andrea Torres to do a speaking tour to Europe (Switzerland and Germany) in September. There
they met with members of the European Parliament,
and succeeded in getting the UN Human Rights Committee to open a session on Colombia with Nydia Erika
Bautista’s case.
The accompaniment of FNEB was very varied and
included the case of Nydia Erika Bautista’s enforced
disappearance, as well as psychosocial work during
commemorating events held in public spaces.
PBI accompanied Andrea Torres to several departments around Colombia, which have been hard hit by
the armed conflict, where FNEB is working on cases
of communities who have been affected by multiple forced disappearances and rape, amongst other
crimes, for example in the indigenous community of
San Marcelino in Putumayo.
In March, PBI published a comic about Nydia Erika
Bautista in the Women Leaders publication. At FNEB’s
request, PBI provided ad-hoc accompaniment in Octo-
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Southwest
The PBI team in Bogota accompanied the Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission’s Field Team
to Valle del Cauca for different processes it is accompanying in the area, and it also accompanied the Association for Social Research and Investigation (No-

madesc). As mentioned above, PBI carried out profile
raising visits, not just to Nomadesc’s offices, but also
to Movice – Valle del Cauca, CPDH-Valle del Cauca and
FCSPP-Valle del Cauca.

Association for Social Research and
Investigation, (Nomadesc)

Inter-Church Justice and Peace
Commission, (Cijp) - Valle del Cauca

In 2016, the relationship and commitment to Nomdasc has been strengthened. PBI accompanied Berenice Celaita and Olga Arauja during journey which they
consider to be high risk, such as Cerro Tijeras (Cauca)
an area which is affected by the Salvajina dam, where
Nomadesc supports communities seeking integral
reparations and respect for their rights. There have
also been accompaniments to victims’ forums in the
region, at public hearings in Buenaventura on the situation of the communities, the “Shock Plan” and the
implementation of different large-scale infrastructure
projects (the Malecon etc.) decreed by the Government. PBI also accompanied the organisation to Cali
and Valle del Cauca for sessions of the Peoples’ Intercultural University, an initiative by Nomadesc to create
spaces for coexistence and joint efforts to overcome
historical conflicts between different ethnic groups
who share territory, and which Nomadesc has been
building up in 2016.
The risk that Nomadesc’s members face has increased in recent months because it shares an office
with Martha Giraldo, who is the coordinator for MOVICE-Valle del Cauca, who was the target of three threatening leaflets from the ‘Autodefensas Gaitainistas de
Colombia’ neo-paramilitary group. Nomadesc has not
been threatened directly but the people they work with
have been. PBI therefore increased the number of visits and meetings with Nomadesc in Cali.

PBI accompanied Enrique Chimonja and Danilo
Rueda to the Naya River for the ceremony to celebrate
the granting of the collective land title of the afro-descendant communities of Lower Naya, and on the occasion of the second Open Chair (Catedra Abierta – see
the section on emblematic events)
Also in the San Juan River, PBI went to the Aguas
Claras Humanitarian and Biodiversity Refuge which
was created in November 2015, with the return of
the displaced Wounaan indigenous community, and
to Santa Rosa de Guayacan, an area where the population was threatened, tortured and displaced by
neo-paramilitary groups in August 2016.4
In Buenaventura, CIJP was accompanied in the
Puente Nayero Humanitarian Space (HS), and in October 2016, at the inauguration of the Punta Icaco Humanitarian Space, where the volunteers returned to a
few weeks later to accompany this new process which
was threatened from the day it was created.5
In 2016, CIJP-Valle del Cauca noted an increase
in the presence of neo-paramilitaries in teh Puente
Nayero HS and the Punta Icaco HS. The Commission’s
members have been targeted by multiple threats and
defamation because of their work.
In the middle of August 2016, defender Enrique
Chimonja was the victim of intimidation and abuse
of authority by Marine Infantry units at the mouth of
the San Juan River.6 Defender Danilo Rueda was followed three times in March,7 June8 and October,9 the
Popayan office was targeted by information theft10 and
had several of its laptops stolen which contained sensitive information on the Commission’s work.

1 Trochando sin fronteras: Detenido arbitrariamente defensor de Derechos Humanos
Martín Ayala, 27 de junio de 2016
2 El Tiempo: Ordenan detención a exsubdirector y a un detective del DAS, 28 de
noviembre de 2016
3 Equipo Nizkor: Botones de pánico: de las ‘chuzadas’ del DAS a las escuchas ilegales
de la UNP, 1 de agosto de 2016
4 Cijp, Desplazamiento forzado de mujeres y niños indígenas, 21 de agosto 2016
5 Cijp, Amenazan e intimidan al iniciar otro Espacio Humanitario, 7 de octubre 2016
6 Cijp, Abuso de autoridad contra defensor de DDHH, 18 de Agosto 2016
7 Cijp, Seguimientos y extraños registros a sede de Justicia y Paz, 7 de marzo 2016
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8 Cijp, Seguimiento a defensor de derechos humanos de Danilo Rueda, 12 de junio
2016
9 Cijp, Continúa vigilancia extraña en el lugar de residencia de defensor Danilo Ruedas,
27 de Octubre 2016
10 Cijp, Hurto de información de DDHH y ambiente en sede de JyP Popayán, 13 de Junio
2016
11 Cijp, Desplazamiento forzado de mujeres y niños indígenas, 21 de agosto 2016
12 Contagio Radio, Proponen creación de 12 universidades por la paz, 6 de octubre 2015
13 Cijp, Juana Bautista Angulo Hinestroza, 13 de abril de 2011

Accompaniments, routine visits y meetings
Activities

CCAJAR

COS-PACC

CIJP

FCSPP

Claudia
Julieta
Duque

Routine visits

18

11

-

11

-

Accompaniment
(half days)

40

24

17

16

38

Meetings

12

4

19

9

12

Activities

FNEB

NOMADESC

Others

DH
Colombia

Organizations
with a historic
relationship

Routine visits

13

14

16

1

-

Accompaniment
(half days)

13

24

23

7

4

Meetings

10

-

10

8

-
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Emblematic
Accompaniments
Accompaniment of the Social Corporation for Community
Advice and Training (COSPACC) for the commemoration of first
anniversary of the murder of farming movement leader and
environmental defender Daniel Abril Fuentes
(TRINIDAD, CASANARE, 13 NOVEMBER 2016)
In mid-November, PBI accompanied COSPACC to
Trinidad (Casanare) for the commemoration of the first
anniversary of the death of farming movement leader
Daniel Abril, who was murdered on 13 November 2015,
probably due to his work on multi-national oil companies, and for uncovering and speaking out about their
serious impact on the region. For the commemoration
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of Daniel Abril’s death, COSPACC organised a presentation in Trinidad’s central park on Daniel Abril’s life
and the disappeared people of Casanare. This space
gave an opportunity for victims in the region to establish historical memory of the violence. The day ended
with a mass and a walk to Daniel Abril’s grave.

Accompanying the Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission
(CIJP) to the San Juan River for the fifth anniversary of the
return to the Santa Rosa del Guayacan Rerservation
(SANTA ROSA DE GUAYACÁN, VALLE DE CAUCA, 31 AUGUST 2016)

2016 saw an increase in the neo-paramilitary presence in the San Juan River where the members of the
Aguas Claras community had returned, without basic
guarantees for their security, after living displaced in
the Buenaventura coliseum for a year because of paramilitary threats and incursions.
The neighbouring community of Santa Rosa de
Guayacan had a similar fate. This community became
displaced to Buenaventura because of fears of paramilitary violence. When they returned in 2011, the members of the community created, as a protection mech-

anism, the Biodiversity and Humanitarian Reservation
of Santa Rosa de Guayacan. Thanks to this process,
seven indigenous communities who were subjected
to confinement11 and displacement are replicating this
model and have created biodiversity reservations.
PBI’s accompaniment of CIJP was for a gathering
of different communities during which they shared
self-protection mechanisms and legal advice, and took
the opportunity to socialise the content of the peace
agreement.
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Accompaniment of CIJP for the second stage of the Open Chair
‘Territorial subjects of peace with socio-environmental peace’
and the opening of the first campus of the Peace University,
an initiative which seeks to generate proposals for peace from
within rural territories
(SAN FRANCISCO, VALLE DEL CAUCA, JUNE 2016)
During three days, the second stage of the Open
Chain ‘Territorial subjects of peace with socio-environmental justice’ was held and different members of
CIJP accompanied by PBI took part, as well as 70 indigenous people from the Nasa, Sikuani, Jiw, Eperara,
Siapidara, Nonam and Wounaan communities took
part, as did mestizo farmers from Putumayo, Meta
and Cauca; Afro-Colombians from Choco and Valle del
Cauca; human rights defenders; professors from Chicago (USA) and architects. The themes they touched
upon centred on participation and political rights, territory and environment, gender and other identities,
with the aim of the participants replicating the content
in their communities to strengthen their organizational
processes. The contributions of the communities who
are part of the network of Communities Building Peace
in the Territories (Conpaz) were taken to peace nego-
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tiations in Havana where they were put forward as a
proposal.
The event culminated in the inauguration of the
Southwestern campus of the Peace University, which
is the first step in a much bigger challenge: a total of 12
campuses will be opened throughout the territory to
“generate, from the communities, a forum for expertise about peace through the exchange of knowledge”.
2
The building, which rises above the river’s edge on
a hill, pays homage to Juana Bautista Angulo, an Afro-Nayera woman who was the victim of torture and
sexual violence, and was murdered on 14 April 2001,
during the forced displacement in Lower Naya, by
paramilitaries from the Calima Block, upon orders of
the former commander of the Army’s Third Brigade to
“clear the path”.13

Accompaniment of the Jose Alvear Restrepo Lawyers’ Collective
for the event to mark the public apology by the State for the
Trujillo massacre
(TRUJILLO, VALLE DEL CAUCA, APRIL 2016)

On 6 April 2016, the Colombian State signed a
second friendly settlement agreement before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR)
in the case of the Massacre of Trujillo, Valle (1986-1994),
which legally recognises 76 victims. This case was presented before the IACHR in 1992, and was the first case
for the country.
PBI accompanied Eduardo Carreño (CCAJAR) who
is the lawyer acting for the victims in national courts,
and internationally at the IACHR (together with CIJP),
to a public event at which the Minister for Justice,
Yesid Reyes, publicly apologised to victims. The day
began with a pilgrimage and visit by the people who
were invited to Monument Park. Many victims’ associations were present and showed their solidarity for the
Association of Relatives of Victims of Trujillo (AFAVIT).

In his speech, Carreño, gave a historic account of
the achievements in terms of justice, multiple convictions and the challenges that the process still faces.
During the event, the victims thanked CCAJAR and PBI
for their accompaniment over the years.
The victims continue to ask for truth, justice, guarantees of non-repetition and for an end to impunity.
To this day, the situation remains difficult. In recent
years, they have been threatened by the neo-paramilitary group ‘Los Rastrojos’ and in 2013 a matriarch who
was a member of AFAVIT was murdered. In 2016, PBI
accompanied Eduardo Carreño to Buga four times to
attend the hearings in the case of the Trujillo massacre.
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Barrancabermeja

I

n 2016, the Barrancabermeja field team continued its work in the regions of Magdalena Medio (which includes Santander, Southern Bolivar
and Southern Cesar), Antioquia, Santander and
Northern Santander. It accompanied ACVC, CCALCP, CJL, CREDHOS and the Santander and Antioquia
branches of FCSPP, Aheramigua, Asorvimm, Cahucopana and EJP. It made regular visits to David Ravelo
who remains incarcerated in Barrancabermeja prison
after being transferred there from Bogota in August
2016. It also maintained regular contact with organisations it accompanied in the past, such as the OFP, IPC,
ASFADDES Medellin and Maria Ravelo.
PBI’s Barrancabermeja team accompanies family
farmers’ organisations, small-scale miners, victims
of the armed conflict and lawyers’ corporations both
in rural areas particularly affected by the armed conflict, as well as in cities. The nature of the activities
PBI accompanies varies: verification commissions,
workshops, hearings, marches, social movement gath32

erings, and information sharing meetings held by the
organisations it accompanies with communities about
the Peace Agreements, etc.
2016 was a year characterised by the intense work
carried out by almost all the accompanied organisations to promote the Peace Agreements with the
FARC, which involved meetings with the communities to strengthen them, regional gatherings of social
movement organisations, marches and pro-peace initiatives, but also verification commissions in cases of
alleged human rights and international humanitarian
law violations and court hearings on emblematic cases
to uncover the truth and search for justice. Due to this
work, the organisations have been obliged to increase
their security measures as a result of the threats they
received via leaflets, messages on social media, or letters sent directly to them from different groups who
are against the implementation of peace in Magdalena
Medio.

Family Farmer Association of the
Cimitarra River Valley (ACVC)

Luis Carlos Perez Lawyers’ Collective
Corporation (CCALCP)

The Association has its main office in Barrancabermeja and a presence in several rural areas throughout
Magdalena Medio, and works to defend human rights
and a dignified way of life, and encourage sustainable
development for family farmers in the area. It supports the legal figure of the Farmers’ Reservation Zone
(ZRC) as a means to bring peace in the rural territories, and demands state investment in productive projects which represent an alternative economic model
for family farmers, which causes a backlash of threats
against its members.
During 2016, the ACVC promoted various capacity building and training spaces for rural communities
about the Peace Agreements between the Government
and the FARC. In order to do so, as well as listening to
the communities’ proposals about their territories, it
trained them provide them the tools they need to exact
the implementation and fulfilment of the Agreements.
Overall, it highlights its support for the National Agrarian Multi-active Cooperative for Peace (Coomunalpaz)1
and the work it does collectively with the Community
Action Boards in different municipalities and hamlets.
In 2016, the ACVC also focused on implementing
the Sustainable Development Plan for the ZRCs (particularly the buffalo cooperative project); protecting
the environment and training the communities in
eco-farming; implementing work-plan designed to ensure effective participation in the elections of the Community Actions Boards (during the month of April); in
the empowerment and leadership of young women
farmers; in consolidating the Dignified Life Community Roundtables;2 and in following up on the creation
of a protected area in the San Lucas Serrania,3 situated between Antioquia and Bolivar, opposite the large
goldmine. It also held training sessions to build the
communities’ capacity for meeting and talking with
state institutions; one of these was in lower Simacota
(Santander) where it accompanied the community to
an open council session to decide on oil exploration
in the area.
Because of all their work with the grassroots in
the regions, to defend alternatives for a dignified life
and strengthen the peace education work, the ACVC’s
members continue to be targeted by threats, the most
recent of which were received before the plebiscite at
the end of September, and on the 26 November, in the
city of Barrancabermeja.

The Collective, which is based in Bucaramanga, is
a group of women human rights lawyers whose objective is to protect family farmers, indigenous communities and victims from violations of human rights and
international humanitarian law, particularly in Northeastern Colombia, Catatumbo and Magdalena Medio.
CCALCP’s main areas of work are grassroots education, fighting impunity, monitoring the human rights
and international humanitarian law situation, defending territory, collective and environmental rights, and
biodiversity.
In this way, CCALCP provides accompaniment and
legal advice to working class sectors of society so that
they can have access to the law, and it puts itself at the
service of the communal, social, political and cultural
realities facing the population; in other words, it takes
action in response to human rights violations but it
also provides legal tools for communities to empower
and strengthen them. It also works with Aheramigua,
Asorvimm and Ascamcat.
Some of the emblematic convictions that CCALCP
obtained against civilians and members of the military
accused of extrajudicial executions in 2016 should be
highlighted. They worked on cases with communities
affected by mining and hydroelectric projects, such as
the one in La Laguna Ortices, in the municipalities of
Malaga in Santander, and Piedra del Sol in San Gil. It
also works on the right to water in the Santurban Paramo (high altitude wetlands) which is being affected by
mining in the area, a case in which it has submitted a
complaint over the lack of prior consultation. Additonally, it is involved in the case of the backlash against
the communities in San Martin, in Southern Cesar,
who are opposed to the fracking project in the municipality.
In recognition for all their work over the years,
last September CCALCP received the National Award
for the Defence of Human Rights in Colombia, in the
category “collective experience or process of the year
NGO – Accompaniers level”4 awarded by the NGO Diakonia Sweden, for their vital role in defending human
rights and life.

PBI’S BARRANCABERMEJA TEAM ACCOMPANIES FAMILY FARMERS’ ORGANISATIONS,
SMALL-SCALE MINERS, VICTIMS OF THE ARMED CONFLICT AND LAWYERS’
CORPORATIONS BOTH IN RURAL AREAS PARTICULARLY AFFECTED BY THE ARMED
CONFLICT, AS WELL AS IN CITIES.
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Regional Corporation for the Defence of Human Rights (CREDHOS)

Credhos provides assistance and advice to social
organisations by training teams to promote human
rights and international humanitarian law, bringing
claims, providing legal and technical advice to victims
and publishing information on the human rights situation in Magdalena Medio.
Throughout the year, Credhos continued its work
providing training on historical memory, leadership
and gender with different organisational processes in
the municipalities where it operates, as well as with
groups from District 3 in Barrancabermeja, through its
Agenda for Territorial Peace.
A transversal line of its work was to prepare for the
post-agreement phase and providing grassroots education for communities and organisations who wanted
to prepare for the new context.
Credhos has been raising awareness of the problem
of neo-paramilitarism in Barrancabermeja. The most
significant arrests in the city were made based on information provided by the organisation, which has generated a high level of risk for its members. It continues
to document claims and help victims of violence perpetrated by these armed structures to submit claims to
the Public Prosecutor’s Office. Its support to the victims
who have been threatened by neo-paramilitary groups
and persecuted by security forces has been fundamental.
Its report on security and human rights in Magdalena Medio entitled Análisis de Contexto. Violación a
los DDHH y dinámicas de los actores armados5 which

they published in mid-November has, without doubt,
increased their profile and level of risk.
PBI’s accompaniment of Credhos in September
2016 to Cuatro Vientos (San Pablo, Southern Bolivar),
during a Verification Commission for an alleged extrajudicial execution of the farmer Alvaro Rincon,6 perpetrated by security forces in an alleged confrontation
with the ELN guerrilla, was of particular importance.
PBI’s team physically accompanied Credhos to the
area where the incident took place. PBI since then has
followed up on the case in its meeting with local, national and international authorities.
PBI also accompanied Credhos during a number
of workshops in San Pablo, Cantagallo and El Piñal
(Southern Bolivar); in San Vicente de Chucuri, Cimitarra, and La Fortuna (Santander), and in Barrancabermeja, as well as other locations.
Due to their tireless actions to speak out and bring
claims, and Credhos’ active role both in peace education as well as the campaigning for the Peace Agreement’s plebiscite, they were targeted by threats in July,
September and November 2016. For that reason, in the
second half of the year, PBI decided to provide nighttime accompaniment to several of its members at their
homes and offices in order to raise the profile of the
international accompaniment, and provide protection
and emotional support. The international community
has supported the organisation, in particular with the
visit in September of the European Union’s Delegation’s Political Advisor.

Corporation for Judicial Freedom, (CJL)
CJL combines legal work which is highly regarded
at a national level, with participation in different integration and coordination spaces, in conjunction with
different social movement organisations.
CJL’s emblematic cases include Operation Orion in
District 13 of Medellin, in which the military allegedly collaborated with paramilitaries to disappear hundreds of people who might be buried in “La Escombrera”.7 For the second phase of excavations, which was
set for February 2016, several organisations, including
CJL, proposed new ways of finding the remains of the
victims of the enforced disappearances.
CJL is currently working on economic, social and
cultural rights with victims of District 13 and takes part
in the Departmental Roundtable on Enforced Disappearance. The Corporation continues to accompany
the Hidroituango process with the organisation Rios
Vivos,8 and the Human Rights Roundtable of Eastern
Antioquia which deals with complex processes regarding the construction of other hydro-electric facilities.
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One of the most important accompaniments of
2016 was for the commemoration of the 20 years since
the enforced disappearances in La Esperanza hamlet
in Eastern Antioquia. In that case, the paramilitaries
of the Magdalena Medio block, led by Ramon Isaza,
in alleged collusion with members of the Army’s 4th
Brigade, disappeared 13 people between 21 June and
27 December 1996. The case is at the Inter-American
Court of Human Rights (IACourtHR), which found the
State responsible and issued a number of recommendations. Along with this sentence, there was a hearing
in November in which CJL took part and PBI accompanied them, where victims were allowed to ask the
accused paramilitaries, including Ramon Isaza, what
had happened to their loved ones and, once again, ask
for the complete truth to be told about what happened.
PBI accompanies CJL physically, but also through
advocacy at a national and international level, and by
raising awareness about the cases it is working on and
the situations it is facing.

David Ravelo
David Ravelo Crespo, the human rights defender
and co-founder of Credhos, continues to be detained
after being sentenced in 2012 for aggravated homicide9 in spite of numerous irregularities in his case,
and who, in spite of the situation, has not given up his
human rights work. PBI continues to accompany the
defender through regular visits to the Barrancabermeja prison where he is incarcerated.
As well as visiting him, PBI made a telephone recording for David to be able to speak at the conference
on 23 February 2016 in the European Parliament for the
meeting on: “The Peace Process in Colombia: progress
in negotiations”.10
The public hearings in the case against Mario
Jaimes Mejia, alias ‘El Panadero’, for false testimony
have been delayed six times, the last time in October
2016. The former paramilitary accused David and another person of having taken part in the plan to kill
electoral candidate David Núñez Cala.

Regional Association of Victims of
State Crimes in Magdalena Medio,
(Asorvimm)
Asorvimm is part of the National Movement of
Victims of State Crimes (MOVICE) its work centres on
the search for truth, justice, integral reparation and
non-repetition of the crimes against humanity that
took place in the State’s model of “democratic security” or “State terrorism”.11
This year Asorvimm has been dedicated to supporting the peace process between the government
and the FARC and has participated in a number of initiatives to promote civil society participation in building
peace in Colombia. It has also been active in providing
training on the Peace Agreements, alongside other organisations accompanied by PBI, to enable civil society to play a role in their implementation during the
post-agreement phase.
Asorvimm accompanies the community in El
Guayabo (Santander) in a process to defend their territory in the municipality where community leader
Alvaro Garcia, who is a member of the community’s
Action Board and of Asorvimm,12 was detained in April
in Bella Union, and who continues to be detained in
Barrancabermeja prison. PBI accompanied them on
their missions to El Guayabo because their risk in the
area is very high; this is also the case in Puerto Berrio
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and Puerto Wilches where they hold meetings regarding the process with the communities.
As well as the April detention, Asorvimm’s members are also continuously threatened for denouncing
State crimes and claiming their rights as victims. This
includes the threats they received on 26 November
through a leaflet distributed throughout Barrancabermeja which also named their colleagues at ACVC and
Credhos. This year they have also been followed by
unknown individuals, which puts their physical integrity and their human rights work at risk.

Asociación de Hermandades
Agroecológicas y Mineras de
Guamocó, (Aheramigua)
The Association is based in Medellin, and is an
organisation which brings together artisanal miners,
farmers who work in mining and communities in the
region of Guamoco, in Southern Bolivar and Antioquia. In their work they defend human rights and the
fight by farming and traditional mining communities
to remain on their lands in the municipalities of the El
Bagre and Nechi in Antioquia; and Montecristo, Santa Rosa, Arsenal and Morales in Bolivar. Their mission
is to resolve existing social imbalances as a basis for
achieving peace. Aheramingua provides integral human rights protection and defends the environment to
promote alternative means of subsistence relating to
traditional mining.
Aheramigua’s work includes training communities
and organisations on the issues such as territorial protection, artisanal mining and legal advice. They also
bring claims and maintain dialogue with different authorities.
During 2016, Aheramigua’s work has been focused
in the Lower Cauca, Antioquia, region (bordering
Southern Bolivar) where the fighting between guerrilla
groups, neo-paramilitiaries and the Army has generated a humanitarian crisis, and where the population
is caught in the conflict.13 PBI accompanied Aheramigua to the region on a number of occasions and has
done considerable advocacy on the threats faced by
its members, threats which materialised in March this
year when their treasurer William Castillo Chima was
murdered. The incident demonstrated how the Association and its members are unprotected in the area
of El Bagre, and indeed were forced to leave the area
because of these dramatic events.14
In June and July therefore, PBI accompanied
Aheramigua when it organised a Humanitarian Refuge in Puerto Lopez in El Bagre municipality during
two weeks, with the aim of raising awareness about
the organisation and the local population’s precarious
situation, and call on the government to provide the
guarantees they need to carry out their work and for
the Lower Cauca communities of Antioquia to be able
to remain on their lands.15
Throughout 2016, Aheramigua’s members have,
without doubt, been at permanent risk from attacks
by neoparamilitary groups, but also from the securi36

ty forces present in Lower Cauca and Guamoco, who
constantly label the organisation’s members as insurgents, in part because they bring claims against security forces for violating human rights for violating human rights and international humanitarian law.16

Humanitarian Action Corporation
for Coexistence and Peace
in Northeastern Antioquoa
(Cahucopana)
Although it is based in Medellin, its work covers
Northeastern Antioquia and the urban and rural areas
of Remedios and Segovia in particular. In 2016, they
expanded their work to other municipalities, stimulating the creation of human rights committees in the
Lower Porce River region (Santo Domingo, Cisneros,
San Roque) and in Amalfi. The Corporation works with
farming and small-scale mining communities in the
area, both on humanitarian issues and on protecting
their lands. They also have a line of work on gender
which they do through women’s committees, due to
their particular vulnerability in this region.
The area of Carrizal (Remedios) was chosen by the
Government and FARC Negotiation Table as one of
the Rural Transitional Normalisation Zones where the
FARC are gathering to give up their weapons; for that
reason, in the second semester of 2016, Cahucopana
has been very involved in educating the community
and training them in methods of community oversight
for the implementation of the Peace Agreements, and
above all, for the respect for human rights and international humanitarian law in the region.

Equipo Jurídico Pueblos (EJP)
EJP is a corporation of lawyers based in Bucaramanga that works in promoting human rights and the
rights of peoples. Its areas of work are victims, the
prison situation in the country, the defence of territory and strengthening organisational processes; it also
has a section on psychosocial support for communities and victims. They have very sensitive cases where
members of social movement have been the victim of
baseless prosecutions, political prisoners, and human
rights violations by the State. They work in difficult areas such as Northern Santander, Santander, Cesar and
Southern Bolivar. They have a very high level of risk
because they confront powerful political and economic interests.
In 2016, PBI’s accompaniment of EJP centred on
court hearings in prosecutions of farmers and extrajudicial executions. They were also accompanied during
verification commissions for human rights violations
by the Police in Southern Cesar.

1 Prensa Rural: Nace Coomunalpaz: Cooperativa Multiactiva Nacional Agraria para la
Paz, 22 July 2015
2 Prensa Rural: Mesas campesinas por la vida digna: por nuestra zona de reserva
campesina, 20 September 2011
3 El Colombiano: Serranía de San Lucas, entre Antioquia y Bolivar, será zona protegida,
23 May 2016
4 PBI Colombia: We are delighted and proud to receive this award, 9 September 2016
5 Prensa Rural: Credhos informa situación de derechos humanos en Magdalena Medio,
19 November 2016
6 Semana: Defensoría le pide cuentas a la Fuerza Pública por muerte de campesino en
el sur de Bolívar, 15 September 2016
7 El Espectador: La verdad empieza a desenterrarse en la escombrera, 26 July 2015
8 El Espectador: Dos caras de Hidruitango, 24 February 2014
9 PBI Colombia: David Ravelo awaits ruling after two years of incarceration, 15
September 2012
10 Café Stereo TV: “El Proceso De Paz en Colombia: Progreso de las Negociaciones”, 9

March 2016
11 Prensa Rural: Asorvimm.
12 Coordinación Nacional de Organizaciones Agrarias y Populares (Conap): Capturado
líder campesino en Puerto Wilches (Santander), 26 April 2016
13 Prensa Rural: Rueda de prensa sobre situación humanitaria en El Bagre, Antioquia, 5
July 2016
14 Prensa Rural: Asesinato de defensor de derechos humanos y amenazas contra
Aheramigua, 11 March 2016
15 Prensa Rural: Campamento de Refugio Humanitario en El Bagre, Antioquia, 21 June
2016
16 Prensa Rural: Policía hace señalamientos a Aheramigua en Santa Rosa, sur de
Bolívar, 22 September 2016
17 Prensa Rural: Campamento de Refugio Humanitario en El Bagre, Antioquia 21 June
2016
18 Prensa Rural: Se levantó el campamento de refugio humanitario en El Bagre, Antioquia 16 July 2016
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Accompaniments, routine visits y meetings
Activities

ACVC

CCALCP

CJL

CREDHOS

EJP

David
Ravelo*

Routine visits

29

13

2

26

19

-

Meetings

8

8

2

16

6

-

Accompaniment
(half days)

31

80

6

75

33

36

* Routine prison visits (in Barrancabermeja)
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Activities

Organizations
accompanied on a
case-by-case basis

Organizations
with a historic
relationship

Routine visits

25

13

Meetings

21

11

Accompaniment
(half days)

184

3

Emblematic
Accompaniment:
Humanitarian Refuge, Puerto Lopez, Aheramigua
In order to denounce and raise awareness of the violence in El Bagre (Antioquia), on 28 June Aheramigua
declared the creation of a humanitarian refuge camp
in the municipality of Puerto Lopez, with the aim of demanding that the Colombian State monitor the situation in the region and implement security measures to
enable the communities to remain in their territory.17
The camp’s creation was preceded on the previous day
by a “March for peace, a dignified life and permanence
within the territory” which around 1,500 took part in,
with PBI’s accompaniment.
PBI accompanied Aheramigua in the humanitarian refuge until 13 July, when an inter-institutional meeting was held as part of the Subcommittee on

Prevention and Protection of the Transitional Justice
Committee, in which community representatives and
representatives from the Human Rights Programme of
the Presidency of the Republic, the Ministry of the Interior, the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the Human Rights
Ombudsman, the National Police, the National Army,
the Antioquia Human Rights Secretariat and the Municipal Mayor’s Office took part.18 There they defined a
number of commitments to verified including strengthening the El Bagre municipality Judicial Police teams,
and the agreement of collective protection measures
and guarantees to enable the return of the displaced
people of Puerto Claver.
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Uraba
Accompanying displaced communities

T

he Field Team in Uraba is currently composed of six volunteers, and during 2016 a
total of 13 people of 6 different nationalities
passed through the team. It provided integral
accompaniment to the San Jose de Apartado Peace
Community, the Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission (CIJP), the Sucre Chapter of the Movement of
Victims of State Crimes (MOVICE) and to members of
the Land Restitution process in La Europa Farm, in the
municipality of Ovejas, Sucre.
Beginning in the second semester of 2016, in the
context of the Peace Agreement between the Government and the FARC, the Uraba Team carried out
international observation of the work initiated by the
Inter-Church Dialogue for Peace (DiPaz), a platform of
church representatives and faith-based organisations
who have, in recent years, taken part in social processes and accompanied communities who are building
peace though non-violent actions and the search for
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truth, justice and reconciliation.
Despite the gradual withdrawal of the FARC from
many territories, 2016 was marked by acts of violence
against organisations and displaced communities the
Uraba Team accompanies. The presence of neo-paramilitary groups has become more constant, more visible and more violent in the area of San Jose de Apartado, where PBI accompanies the Peace Community,
and in the Lower Atrato, where PBI accompanies CIJP.
The organisations PBI accompanies continue to
suffer direct threats, baseless accusations, being followed, and are physically and psychologically persecuted for defending human rights and non-violently
resisting the conflict on their lands.

Inter-Church Dialogue for Peace (DiPaz)
The purpose of PBI’s observation of DiPaz’ work
is to monitor and advocate for the fulfilment of the
Agreements, to verify guarantees for the safety of the
communities living near the demobilisation zones and
to provide oversight. A strong focus is ensuring respect for the population’s human rights in areas where
the Transitional and Normalisation Zones (ZVTN) and
Points (PTN) are located. In 2016, from August onwards, PBI accompanied DiPaz throughout the entire

process of preparing and explaining the oversight process in the Llanogrande Chimiado (Dabeiba) ZVTN and
the La Florida (Cubarado) PTN.
In October, PBI accompanied DiPaz to La Florida
PTN which was still under construction. The “No” vote
in the plebiscite on 2 October delayed the implementation of the Agreement, and with it, DiPaz’s oversight.
The process was restarted at the end of November.

Accompaniments, routine visits y meetings

Actividades

Accompaniments
days)
Meetings

(half

Peace
Community

CIJP (Lower
Atrato)

MOVICE
Sucre

IPC

107

222

52

2

40

12

2

1

San Jose de Apartado Peace Community
Despite a reduction in the fighting between the
FARC and the Government owed to the ceasefire,
2016 saw Community’s members come under strong
pressure from legal and illegal armed actors on their
lands. The Peace Agreement’s signature and the guerrilla’s demobilisation left the population of San Jose de
Apartado in a complex position, because the neo-paramilitary groups assumed new positions and took
control of the territory, and the violence and threats
against the civilian population and community leaders
increased considerably.
The presence of the neo-paramilitary group ‘Autodefensas Gaitanistas de Colombia’ (AGC) has been
extremely visible at different times in the last year. In
March, the Peace Community spoke out about fighting
between the AGC and the FARC near the hamlet of La
Hoz.1 The neo-paramilitaries had harassed and robbed
the hamlet’s inhabitants, which spread fear throughout
the region.2 On 16 April, men from the neo-paramili-

tary group launched an incursion into the Peace Community’s main settlement in San Josecito / La Holandita and painted threatening graffiti which read “AGC are
present” and “AGC we are here to stay”.3
In the third quarter of 2016, the Peace Community
denounced that the AGC’s presence and its attacks the
civilian population of San Jose de Apartado were again
intensifying. There were repeated incursions into the
Peace Community’s territory by the AGC who warned
and threatened that they are the authority in the area,
that they are cleaning up the region, and that anyone
who refuses to bow to their control will have to leave
or will be “rubbed out and thrown to the ground”.4
Yet as this happened, the civilian and military authorities denied its occurrence.5 The Peace Community
denounced, in October, that soldiers were occupying
its lands, damaging the farmers’ crops in La Union,
and had come into the school in the hamlet of Arenas
Altas to leave military equipment.6
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Cijp in Lower Atrato, (Curbarado and Jiguamiando, Pedeguita
and Mancilla, and La Larga-Tumarado, as well as Cacarica)
The Uraba Team accompanies CIJP which works
with displaced communities in the river basins of Curbarado and Jiguamiando, Pedeguita and Mancilla, La
Larga-Tumarado and in the Humanitarian Zones of
Nueva Vida and Nueva Esperanza in Cacarica. Towards
the end of the year, PBI also accompanied La Balsita
Community of Life and Work (Dabeiba).
The neo-paramilitary AGC presence in this area
also increased in 2016. Since August, their units have
been making themselves visible in the Cacarica Collective Territory, and near the Nueva Vida Humanitarian Zone, wearing camouflage uniforms and carrying
weapons.7 The neo-paramilitaries have been present
in the Afro-Colombian Collective Territory of Jiguamiando, in the Tamboral and La Dominga sectors, and
on indigenous lands in La Loma Canelon between
Ibudo and Padado.8 Two young indigenous people
were held hostage by the group and forced to act as
guides.9 There were are also acts of social cleansing:
both in Pavarando10 and San Jose de Urama11 where
two young people were murdered. In Dabeiba, they
entered into La Balsita community, which have been
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granted precautionary measures of protection from
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to
say “to the rapists, the thieves and the snitches, nothing will be forgiven”.
PBI accompanied CIJP in its support for leaders and
communities who are reclaiming their lands and who
have been threatened by armed men and individuals
associated with bad faith occupants.12 Since December, illegal mining activities are causing deforestation
and contaminating the Curbarado River, which is at the
heart of the communities’ existence.13
CIJP’s work for justice and human rights has put
its members at risk of becoming the targets of armed
actors whose interests are threatened by their work.
PBI’s Team in Uraba has been supporting CIJP
through physical accompaniment, political advocacy
and communications work to ensure that it can continue working with the communities.

Movement of Victims of State Crimes (Movice) –
Sucre Chapter
In 2016, PBI accompanied MOVICE’s Sucre Chapter and its work with the farmers who returned to La
Europa farm in Ovejas municipality in Sucre, and widened its accompaniment to the farm’s Board of Directors who are also members of MOVICE.
Being followed, defamed and threatened throughout 2016 made it difficult for MOVICE Sucre and La
Europa Farm’s members to work.14 The technical secretary of MOVICE Sucre, Ingrid Vergara, was followed
to her home several times, despite having permanent
police protection at her house.15
In April, when an armed shut-down by the AGC was
enforced in eight of Colombia’s departments, the AGC
announced that several victims’ leaders and members
of MOVICE’s Sucre Chapter, such Juan David Diaz and
Ingrid Vergara, were military targets.
On 7 April, men dressed in black on motorcycles
overran several parts of the farm. La Europa farm’s
leaders and members of MOVICE Sucre received direct threats: Argemiro Lara, president of the Farmers’
Association of La Europa farm, received messages on

his mobile phone signed by the ‘Black Eagles’ threatening to burn him alive unless he left the area within 48 hours.16 Rodrigo Ramirez, member of MOVICE’s
Sucre Chapter also received direct death threats.17 The
organisations’ members and their relatives have also
been threatened through emails and telephone calls
throughout the year.
At the end of 2016, the threats culminated in two
attempted murders, one on 17 November targeting Argemiro Lara,18 and the other on 14 December against
Rodrigo Ramirez.19 Both were attacked by armed men
on motorcycles and in both cases Lara’s bodyguard reacted in time and shot the assailant.
In response to these incidents, PBI intensified its
relationship with MOVICE Sucre and La Europa farm,
and undertook to accompany them physically and do
advocacy on a national and international level. PBI has
also begun providing them with psychosocial accompaniment and carried out self-protection workshops
with the communities.
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Emblematic
accompaniment
WALK FOR THE HUMANITARIAN ZONES, (CHOCO)

In October, PBI accompanied the Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission (CIJP) in the Curbarado
Collective Territory (Lower Atrato) along with DiPaz
and a delegation from a Swedish church, to walk to
the Choco Humanitarian Zones. The aim was to accompany and support the communities of the Curbarado
basin who organised a verification commission and
shared their experiences of life and civil resistance in
the midst of armed conflict. The route included Apartado, and the Humanitarian Zones of Camelias and Car-
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acoli. The latter is very close to one of the Transitional
Normalisation Points called La Florida, where DiPaz is
due to carry out its oversight work regarding the Peace
Agreements.
In August, PBI had already accompanied some of
DiPaz’ members to the area, as they explained how international accompaniment works and how they were
going to oversee the implementation of the FARC’s demobilisation in the post-agreement context.

1 CdP: Enfrentamiento armado coloca en riesgo a población civil, 27 March 2016
2 CdP: Nuevas estampidas paramilitares, 11 April 2016
3 CdP: Se incrementa asedio paramilitar contra nuestra Comunidad de Paz, 3 May 2016
4 CdP: Si no son paramilitares, entonces ¿qué son?, 22 December 2016
5 CdP: Paramilitares invaden nuestros espacios, el Estado lo niega, 12 September 2016
6 CdP: Fusiòn diabòlica imposible de esconder, 20 October 2016
7 Cijp: Paramilitares realizan operaciones en Cacarica, 14 August 2016; Cijp: Movilidad
de neoparamilitares CIJP, 18 November 2016
8 Cijp: Paramilitares se movilizan en predios indígenas y afros, 14 August 2016
9 Cijp: Paramilitares retuvieron a dos indígenas y anuncian nuevo paro Armado, 15
August 2016
10 Cijp: Persiste presencia y acción Neoparamilitar en Pavarandó, bajo la práctica de
“limpieza Social”, 10 September 2016
11 Cijp: NeoParamilitares amenazan a Comunidad de Vida y Trabajo La Balsita, 30
October 2016
12 Cijp: Bajo Atrato, Amenazas al líder afrodescendiente y miembro de CAVIDA, MARCOS VELÁSQUEZ; hostigamiento y movilidad paramilitar en Curvaradó, Jiguamiandó y
Cacarica, amenazas a las familias CABEZAS y MANCHEGO, 28 March 2016, see also

CIJP: Hostigamiento a reclamante de tierras en Curvaradó, 1 June 2016 ; http://jyp.
megadatesystem.com/Investigaciones-contra-bananeros-a-Jurisdiccion-Especial-para-la-Paz, 9 December 2016
13 Cijp: Explotación minera ilegal en territorio colectivo de Curvaradó, 31 December
2016
14 Cpdh: Comunicado denuncia atentado contra Argemiro lara la europa, 17 November
2016
15 Movice: Acción Urgente: En riesgo seguridad de defensora de DDHH Ingrid Vergara
Movice –Sucre 3 de Marzo de 2016
16 Movice: Alerta Temprana: SOS – Hostigamientos a campesinos de la finca La Europa
8 April 2016
17 Movice: Grave situación de amenazas a defensores de derechos humanos en el
departamento de Sucre, 21 October 2016
18 Cpdh: Comunicado denuncia atentado contra Argemiro lara la europa, 17 November
2016
19 Movice: [ACCIÓN URGENTE] Dos hombres en motocicleta intentan acabar con la vida
de Rodrigo Ramírez, integrante del Movice - Sucre, 14 December 2016
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Lobby and
advocacy
Raising the profile of human rights
defenders’ work with Colombian
State authorities and the
international community

Political advocacy 					
in Colombia

T

hroughout 2016, PBI in Colombia worked
hard to raise awareness and improve the
situation of human rights defenders. After
extensive work during the previous year, to
draw attention to the serious risks facing the defenders and particularly the Buenaventura communities, in
2016 PBI organised a meeting of the diplomatic corps
in the Puente Nayero Humanitarian Space, where PBI
accompanies the Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission (CIJP). The Polish, Dutch, Spanish, Belgian,
Portuguese, Italian, Swedish, German, Swiss, Dutch
and UK embassies, and the Delegation of the European Union came and saw the community’s living conditions, the serious risks facing the inhabitants of the
Humanitarian Space from attacks by neo-paramilitary
groups, non-compliance with the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights’ precautionary measures
and the way the community has been affected by development projects in the port of Buenaventura.
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Regarding the emblematic case of psychological
torture by State agents of the human rights defender
and journalist Claudia Julieta Duque, PBI held a breakfast meeting at its office in Bogota between Duque, her
lawyer and members of the diplomatic corps, to explain her case, the irregularities, the levels of impunity
and the threats to Duque’s safety because of her insistence in seeking justice for the persecution inflicted
on her. She also talked about the increase of attacks
against women defenders in the context of the torture
of her and her family and the need for them to have
differential protection. Seven embassies attended the
breakfast, several attended the court hearings on her
case, along with the UNHCHR and Member of the European Parliament Tania Gonzalez during her visit to
Colombia. On a further two occasions this year, the
German and Belgian embassies and the European Union Delegation accompanied PBI to other hearings of
the case.

In March, PBI activated its Early Warning Alert
and Response System because of the wave of attacks
against human rights defenders. PBI called attention in
particular to the murder of William Castillo, the leader
of the Asociación de Hermandades Agroecológicas y
Mineras del Guamocó (Aheramigua) in El Bagre municipality in Antioquia – and the risk to the rest of the
organisation’s leaders in the region.
PBI voiced concern for the claim brought against
defender Abilio Peña of CIJP by the multinational company Poligrow Colombia. In this case, PBI focused its
request on rejecting attacks against human rights defenders and asking for progress in investigations. As
part of its response, PBI met with several embassies
and ten days after William Castillo’s murder, the European Union in Colombia, EU Member States and Switzerland issued a public statement rejecting the wave
of attacks against defenders and recognising “human
rights defenders as fundamental actors in democratic
societies”, specifically mentioning Castillo’s case.1 The
civic organisations that Aheramigua works with in El
Bagre have been gathering evidence of the difficult
situation and severe human rights violations that took
place in 2016, with more than 40 murders in that municipality alone.2
PBI raised Aheramigua’s security situation and other relevant cases with the Counsel for Post-Conflict,
Human Rights and Security, the National Protection
Unit, the Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of Interior’s
Human Rights Section, the National Human Rights
Ombudsman and the UNHCHR. In July, PBI organised
a meeting between the Dutch Embassy and Aheramigua in El Bagre municipality to give the opportunity for

the organisation to explain first-hand to the international community what its risks are, and without going
through an intermediary, explain the organisation’s
protection needs from inside the territory.
In May PBI organised a visit to Mapiripan municipality to follow up on its accompaniment to CIJP about
the human rights situation, the presence of neo-paramilitary groups, the impact multinational corporations
present there and the extensive oil palm cultivation.
The Norwegian, Dutch, German, Italian, British, French
Embassy and the EU Delegation went on a two day
visit, meeting with CIJP, land claimants and indigenous communities from the area. After the meeting,
PBI, CIJP and Indepaz were invited to take part in a
meeting with the EU human rights group to provide
more in-depth information and documentation of the
human rights violations and implications for the companies present in Mapiripan.
Through the Mapiripan case, the Humanitarian
Space in Buenaventura, Cubarado, El Bagre, the Santurban paramo and others, PBI was able to put more
emphasis on the issue of attacks against environmental defenders and human rights violations by economic interests, which are a collective whose risk has increased in Colombia.

PBI ACTIVATED ITS EARLY WARNING ALERT AND RESPONSE SYSTEM BECAUSE OF THE
WAVE OF ATTACKS AGAINST HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS
PBI CALLED ATTENTION IN PARTICULAR TO THE MURDER OF WILLIAM CASTILLO, THE
LEADER OF AHERAMIGUA IN EL BAGRE MUNICIPALITY IN ANTIOQUIA – AND THE RISK TO
THE REST OF THE ORGANISATION’S LEADERS IN THE REGION
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Summary of meetings with authorities and institutions in Colombia in 2016
Colombian
government
and institutions
of control

Diplomatic corps,
UN Agencies, MAPP,
INGOs

Coordination
spaces, civil society,
church, etc.
128
Peace Coordination
Space (20)
CCEEU (16)
International
Accompaniment
Organisations( 24)
Colombian NGOs
(61)
Protection Funds (6)
Human Rights
Round-table (4)
Accompaniment
Organisations
Network (1)

9
Ministry of the
Interior, High
Council for
Post-Conflict,
Human Rights
and Security,
National
Protection Unit,
Human Rights
Ombudsman

3
Ministry
of Defence
- Human
Rights,
National
Police –
Human
Rights, 7th
Division

132
Embassies (68),
UN Agencies (4),
International
Cooperation
Agencies (28),
International
Organisations (32)

5
Ombudsman,
Departmental
government

15
Military,
Police

1
ICRC

Uraba

8
Ombudsman
Office in Uraba

13
Military,
Armada,
Police

34
UNHCR, ICRC,
NGOs

6
Coordination
spaces, civil society
Church

Barrancabermeja
(Regiones:
Magdalena
Medio y Norte de
Santander)

8
Local human
rights liaison,
Ombudsman,
Mayor`s Office,
INPEC

26
Military,
Armada,
Police

10
UNHCHR, UNHCR,
ICRC, Swefor,
Norwegian Refugee
Council

13
Human Rights
Round-table,
Pax Christi

Coordinación
Incidencia
y
Cibo

Bogotá
(Varios
dptos.)
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Security
forces

Emblematic
accompaniment
Mapiripán, (Meta)
PBI observed an upsurge in the criminalisation of
people who defend land, territory and natural resources on a regional level (in Colombia, as well as Honduras, Guatemala and Mexico), and an increase in the
number of requests for accompaniment by organisations working on the issue of human rights violations
caused by economic interests. An ever-increasing
number of people who defend or promote rights in the
face of large scale investments are victims of attacks.
All too often defenders lack basic security guarantees
and are targeted by smear campaigns and prosecutions designed to prevent them from doing their work.
The Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission
accompanies indigenous communities and family
farmers in Mapiripan, people who are reclaiming their
rights to land they were displaced from. Members of
the Aljure family (accompanied by CIJP) claim the inheritance of Santa Ana farm, in La Esmeralda (Mapriripan).3 According to La Silla Vacia, this 70,000 hectare
farm is on the list of State lands, but is claimed by the
Aljure family as part of their historic inheritance.4 The
return to the land by the farmers and indigenous people after the Mapiripan massacre5 has been hampered
by the presence, since 2008, of the multinational company Poligrow which is dedicated to the production of
palm oil.6

The Aljure family spoke out about how in 2012 the
neo-paramilitary groups displaced them from the farm
and burned their home.7 According to CIJP, just a few
days before their displacement, they were forced to
attend a meeting with neo-paramilitary groups and a
lawyer that represents Poligrow. They intimidated the
family and said that they had municipal officials working for them.8
CIJP has reported that a number of indigenous
people have been threatened for claiming the right
to their land and extending their reservations in Mapiripan municipality. The most recent incident Gloria
Martinez, a Sikuani leader, was threatened with death
on 15 December 2015, and Reinaldo Rojas, also a Sikuani leader was threatened on 20 November.9 CIJP
is also accompanying William Aljiure, who was displaced from his land in Santa Ana farm (Mapiripan)
after being pressured by the neo-paramilitary groups
which are present in the area. When he tried to return
to Mapiripan, Aljiure was again forced to move to Villavicencio and then Bogota, because of the threats and
pressure he was put under in 2015 and early 2016.10
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In May 2016, PBI facilitated a meeting between several human rights organisations and a delegation from
the US Embassy and State Department. The delegation
took part in three meetings with nine organisations
and a human rights platform. The organisations spoke
out about the situation of human rights defenders,
particularly environmental defenders, and the lack of
response by the State, the persistence of the paramilitary phenomenon and other key issues of the human
rights situation.
During the first semester of 2016, PBI worked with
the European Union and Intermon Oxfam in Colombia to organise the first human rights field visit by EU
Special Envoy Eamon Gilmore, in Uraba. The July visit included the Special Envoy, the Ambassador of the
EU Delegation to Colombia, their political and cooperation sections, and the Swedish, French and Spanish
embassies, as well as the Spanish International Cooperation Agency. PBI facilitated the logistics of the visit
with Intermon and organised a visit to the San Jose
de Apartado Peace Community, a meeting with the

bermeja.11 At the meeting, Credhos voiced its concerns
over its risk to local press and local authorities.
In September, PBI was invited to meet the entire
parliamentary committee on defence and foreign relations of the Norwegian Parliament on its visit to Colombia. At the meeting, PBI emphasised the importance of
closely monitoring human rights and the situation of
the defenders, which is a vulnerable demographic that
at risk in the post-agreement phase, to representatives
of the country which is one of the guarantors of the
peace process in Colombia.
In response to the critical levels of risk in Uraba,
PBI, alongside other accompaniment organisations,
accompanied a meeting with the Spanish ambassador.
The Peace Community’s situation was heavily prioritised in PBI’s regional and national advocacy.
In November, an attempt was made to kill Argemiro
Lara, a land claimant and human rights defender who
is accompanied by PBI through Movice and the Committee for the Protection of Human Rights (CPDH).12 Af-

THROUGH THE MAPIRIPAN CASE, THE HUMANITARIAN SPACE IN BUENAVENTURA,
CUBARADO, EL BAGRE, THE SANTURBAN PARAMO AND OTHERS, PBI WAS ABLE TO PUT
MORE EMPHASIS ON THE ISSUE OF ATTACKS AGAINST ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENDERS
AND HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS BY ECONOMIC INTERESTS, WHICH ARE A COLLECTIVE
WHOSE RISK HAS INCREASED IN COLOMBIA.

afro-descendant leaders of the Curbarado basin and
CIJP, and took part in other meetings with civil society.
In terms of the human rights Dialogue between the
EU and Colombian Government, PBI participated in a
consultation with civil society in Bogota to gather input for the high-level meeting in Brussels. The consultation was focused on the human rights situation and
the issue of business and human rights in Colombia.
PBI was also invited with Colombian organisations to
a meeting with Commissioner Jose Jesus Orozco, the
Rapporteur for the Rights of Human Rights Defenders
of the IACHR.
In July and August, to counteract several threats
against members of the Regional Corporation for the
Defence of Human Rights (Credhos) in Barrancabermeja, PBI convened a meeting in its Bogota offices
with the Corporation’s president, Ivan Madero, and the
embassies of Germany, France, and the EU Delegation.
At the meeting, Madero presented parts of the report
detailing research carried out by the organisation on
neo-paramilitary groups and human rights violations
in Barrancabermeja and the Magdalena Medio region.
When he followed up on the safety of Credhos’ members, the Political Councillor of the EU asked PBI to assist in organising a visit to Credhos’ offices in Barranca52

ter the incident, PBI reactivated its Early Warning and
Response System for the attack and the risk to Lara’s
life and those of the farmers of La Europa, in Sucre
department. The attack happened when fierce attacks
against social leaders increased, after the signature of
the Peace Agreement with the FARC.
A few days later, Credhos, ACVC and Asorvimm,
organisations accompanied by PBI, received a death
threat in Barrancabermeja. After these incidents, PBI
alerted the international community and the regional
and national authorities, asking for immediate protection and the prevention of further attacks against these
community organisations and processes. Several
meetings were held and different actions were taken
to raise awareness at a regional, national and international level.

Participation and observation of coordination platforms
In 2016, PBI participated as an observer in a number of national and international platforms and coordination spaces.
The Peace Cooperation Space was born of an initiative from the now-defunct Dial platform and began
to exist formally in January 2016. It advocates for international cooperation for post-conflict development
which is independent from the State, and emphasises
the need for financial and political support for civil society organisations which is direct and independent.
PBI participated as an observer, as well as in meetings with the EU Delegation and co-drafted four statements on the worrying situation of human rights defenders. This is a space which enables PBI to improve
its understanding and analysis of the tendencies in
international cooperation in Colombia. With the increase in murders of defenders, PBI added its analysis
of the situation and promoted joint actions with the
ECP, proposing avenues for the international agencies’
response the attacks.
PBI was also an observer at the working groups of
the Colombia Europe United States Coordination. The
working group on enforced disappearance played an
active role in formulating recommendations to the negotiating tables of the peace process in Havana. PBI
was also present at the working group on extrajudicial
executions. In 2016, the working group on transitional
justice was created and PBI observed one of the meetings which enabled information sharing on advocacy proposals by organisations to get the transitional
justice system agreed in Havana to be implemented.

1 Delegación UE and Member States’ Embassies in Bogota: La Unión Europea y sus
Estados Miembros* expresan preocupación por recientes asesinatos de defensores de
Derechos Humanos, 16 March 2016
2 El Tiempo: ‘Estamos quedados en implementación de los acuerdos’, 21 November
2016
3 La Silla Vacía: El negocio ‘baldío’ de Poligrow, 18 July 2013
4 Ibíd.
5 Centro Memoria: El horror de Mapiripán descuartizado y una explicación desconocida, 15 July 2015
6 Cijp: Los claro oscuros del grupo pamicutor Poligrow en Colombia, 2015, pag.: 23.
7 Cijp: El despojo palmero continua, 8 May 2015
8 Ibid.

Participating in these spaces was important because of
the legitimacy it confers on the organisations and their
proposals, and it is valuable source for PBI about the
proposals by organisations on these issues.
The advocacy and analysis team has become more
involved in meetings of the Protection Funds, which is
a relevant space for exchanging analysis on the situation and developing strategies for protecting human
rights defenders.
In March 2016 was the IV International Meeting of
Civil Society Accompaniment Organisations in Latin America, in San Cristobal de las Casas (Chiapas,
Mexico). The next meeting will be in Colombia in 2017,
and PBI is taking an important role in coordinating the
event, with FOR, Swefor and Pas, though the Space
for International Accompaniment Organisations in Colombia.
PBI is also taking part in a new space, the Roundtable on Businesses and Human Rights, which was
created in March 2016 and is a space for exchanging
analysis, strategies and updates on the issue. Several
national and international organisations who work on
businesses and human rights at a national or international level, who provide field accompaniment to communities who are dealing with post-conflict scenarios
opposite large scale investors, are involved in litigation
against the companies, take part in the RoundTable.
Because it is new space, PBI is supporting the advocacy and introducing it to other cooperation agencies
and the diplomatic corps, reinforcing its credibility.

9 Cijp: Paramilitares amenazan a lider indígena Gloria Martínez, 3 December 2015
10 Cijp: Continúan las acciones de control paramilitar y la grave persecución y hostigamiento al líder reclamante de tierras William Aljure, 2 February 2016; Cijp: Legalizando
el despojo de tierras a la familia Aljure, 19 February 2016; Cijp: Paramilitares de los
“Urabeños” patrullan y controlan desde el paraje conocido como Canapure ubicado
entre los caserío de La Cooperativa y La Jungla, civiles armados hostigan y amenazan
con más desalojos al reclamante de tierras TUFIK ALJURE y su familia. 28 March 2016
11 Unión Europea en Colombia: La Unión Europea acompaña hoy a los defensores de
derechos humanos en Barrancabermeja, 22 September 2016
12 Contagio Radio: Atentan contra Argemiro Lara, líder de restitución de tierras en
Sucre, 17 November 2016
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Advocacy
in Europe

T

hroughout 2016, PBI maintained constant
communication with different European Union institutions.
Despite important advances in the negotiations between the Colombian Government and the
FARC in Havana (Cuba), which culminated in the signature of the Final Peace Agreement, PBI repeatedly
called attention to the continuous attacks and threats
against those who defend human and environmental
rights.
The meetings that PBI held with Members of the
European Parliament (MEPs), yielded a number of
important results: several parliamentary questions
expressing concern for the risks facing human rights
defenders;1 a letter signed by 25 MEPs expressing

support for journalist Claudia Julieta Duque2 on the
occasion of the trial of several senior officers at the
now-extinct DAS who were found guilty of psychologically torturing her; a letter signed by 40 MEPs supporting the Peace Process and demanding guarantees for
those who defend human rights;3 PBI also held meetings with the Permanent Representations of States to
the EU, with the Secretariat of the Parliament’s Human
Rights Subcomission and with the European Commission, amongst others.
PBI also took part in a number of consultations
(both in person and in writing) on the human rights
situation in Colombia, and in particular on the situation of human rights defenders.

PBI REPEATEDLY CALLED ATTENTION TO THE CONTINUOUS ATTACKS AND THREATS
AGAINST THOSE WHO DEFEND HUMAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS
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Activation on Lack of Guarantees
Because of the high levels of risk facing the accompanied organisations, PBI activated its international
Support Network twice in 2016: in March, over the lack
of guarantees for defending human rights after a wave
of threats and murders throughout the country; on that
occasion, actions included promoting parliamentary
questions in at least three European Countries (Sweden, United Kingdom and France), a question from an
MEP,4 as well as private letters sent by some MEPs to
the Colombian State, showing their concern for the situation and for the murder of leader William Castillo,
(Aheramigua).
At the intervention in Geneva during the presentation of the report on Colombia (and other countries)
by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights (UNHCHR), the Swiss permanent mission intervened to raise several issues of concern conveyed to
it by PBI during their meetings.
The second activation of the Support Network took
place at the end of the year, after the attempted murder of Argemiro Lara, of La Europa Farm. PBI lobbied
for parliamentary questions both at the European Parliament level as well as in national legislatures, and
wrote to several United Nations Special Rapporteurs.
PBI also coordinated its activation with different Country Groups, some of which contacted their respective
Foreign Affairs Ministries and their own Support Networks; in response to our requests, several members
of our Support Networks in Europe decided to write to
the Government of Juan Manuel Santos, expressing
concern for the situation of the defenders PBI accompanies.
PBI maintained contact and held meetings with
different United Nations mechanisms, including the
offices of different Rapporteurs and Working Groups,
as well as the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees and permanent country missions. On the occasion of the presentation of the annual report by the
UNHCHR, together with PBI Switzerland and Oidhaco,
a verbal declaration5 was presented calling attention
to the situation of human rights defenders, the lack of
guarantees for the exercise of defending human rights
and for the persistence of neo-paramilitary groups.
PBI also informed the UN Special Rapporteurs of several cases of attacks against people accompanied by
PBI; PBI’s input enabled these incidents of threats and
attacks (such as those against Credhos and Aheramigua) to be included in formal communications6 from
several Rapporteurships to the Colombian State.

Joint activities with other PBI projects
On the occasion of the EuroLat Assembly, which
took place in Lisbon on 16-18 May 2016, PBI was invited to present several considerations and recommendations during a meeting of the EuroLat members
with civil society. PBI Mexico made a presentation on
behalf of itself, PBI Honduras, PBI Guatemala and PBI
Colombia to share some general concerns about the
situation of human rights defenders in these four Latin
American countries, and particularly about those who

work in protecting land and territorial rights, and who
promote or protect their rights in the face of largescale investment projects.
Due to the vulnerability of this sector, the four
Latin American PBI projects have been holding joint
meetings with MEPs, to advocate for the Parliament’s
Subcommission on Human Rights to hold a Thematic
Hearing on human rights defenders who work on land
and territorial rights, and the protection mechanisms
they have or require.
The Official Hearing, (“Human rights defenders
and land grabs in the context of European investments
in third countries”) was held on 20 April and approximately 25 MEPs attended. The speakers included
several defenders from Liberia, Honduras and Colombia (including Father Alberto Franco, of CIJP). All the
presentations made the point that in their countries
those who stand up to economic interests face considerable risk, and they proposed a series of actions
by the international community (they also mentioned
the importance of international accompaniment in Colombia) and by the European Parliament in particular,
to reduce the risks.

Speaking tours and joint activities with
CGs:
Between April and May, PBI Colombia in Brussels
and the PBI Country Groups in Spain, France, Norway,
Holland, the United Kingdom and Ireland organised a
speaking tour for Father Alberto Franco (CIJP) and the
woman leader Jani Silva (la Perla Amazonica Farmer Reservation Zone, Putumayo) to seven European
countries.
These meetings produced a number of actions:
a question was presented by MEP Javier Couso7, expressing concern for CIJP and particularly Abilio Peña
over the claim against him made by the italo-spanish multi-national Poligrow; a question presented by
French Senator Laurence Cohen8 on the peace process
in Colombia and the attacks against human rights defenders; and a press statement made by the Government of Cantabria (Spain) after meeting the Colombian defenders.
As well organising meetings and events in the different countries, PBI also expanded the network of
contacts for the defenders it accompanies, for example the meeting in Ireland with Eamon Gilmore, special
EU envoy to the peace process in Colombia.
In October PBI supported a speaking tour by the
Nydia Erika Bautista Foundation to Belgium, Switzerland, Germany and Spain. During the tour, Yanette
Bautista and Andrea Torres attended meetings of the
Committee on Enforced Disappearances in Geneva
(where they also presented their alternative report),
and met with members of the legislature in Belgium
and the other countries they visited, with Country Representatives to the EU and with a number of Foreign
Affairs ministries. At the meetings they presented the
situation of disappeared people in Colombia, especially the case of Nydia Erika Bautista, and the advances
and challenges of the peace process. One of the results
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Juan Pablo Soler, Rosa Mateus Parra, María Ligia Chaverra y Enrique Chimonja durante su intervención en un Evento del
Parlamento Europeo sobre Empresas y Derechos Humanos en Colombia.

of the tour was a letter signed by 40 MEPs mentioned
above.
In November, in conjunction with Oidhaco, PBI
organised a tour focussing on “Business and Human
Rights”. PBI Colombia lent its support to lawyer Rosa
Maria Parra, who was representing the Jose Alvear Restrepo Lawyers’ Collective (CCAJAR), which, together
with representatives of the Inter-Church Justice and
Peace Commission (CIJP), of the Curbarado Humanitarian Zones, the Rios Vivos Movement and the Black
Communities Process (PCN) met with several European Union institutions and organised an event in the
European Parliament. Throughout the activities they
drew attention to human rights violations by economic interests and the need for the EU and its member
states to monitor their companies’ activities in third
countries like Colombia where human rights violations
and environmental impacts relating to hydro-electric,
extractive, mono crops and large infrastructure works
have increased. MEPs who met with the delegation
have expressed their concern and addressed parliamentary questions to the European Commission on
binding control mechanisms for European companies
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in Colombia.9 PBI Country Groups in the UK, France
and Spain organised meetings and events during the
November tour by Reynaldo Villalba, a member of the
board of CCAJAR.
Throughout 2016, PBI Colombia strengthened
communication with Country Groups though telephone calls, sharing information and visits (with Switzerland, UK, Spain (including PBI Catalonia), France
and Belgium) with the general purpose of strengthening their knowledge of the current situation in Colombia regarding the Peace Agreements negotiated in
Havana, the situation of human rights defenders and
organisations accompanied by PBI, and PBI’s role in
the new context. During the visits PBI Colombia also
met with different international NGOs and authorities
to express concern over the alarming situation facing
those who defend human rights and to ask that international attention remains focused on Colombia after
the signature of the Final Agreement. PBI Colombia
took part in one of the sessions of the seminar organised by PBI Spain on women defenders, and facilitated
the participation by MEP Lola Sanchez Caldentey.

International networks and organisations
Throughout 2016, PBI has continued to take part in
different platforms, mainly Oidhaco, and the Human
Rights and Democracy Network in collaboration with
the European Representatives of the PBI Guatemala
and Mexico projects.
On 20 January 2016, the European Parliament
unanimously approved a resolution in support of the
Colombian peace process.10 Together with Oidhaco
and the CCEEU, PBI presented some considerations
which were taken up in the final text of the resolution
such as: explicit support for the process in general and
for each individual agreement, particularly the one on
victims and justice; reminding the “Colombian State of
its responsibility to guarantee the protection of human
rights defenders and trade unionists” and support for
the UNHCHR’s role in monitoring the human rights situation after the agreement’s signature and implementation, amongst others.

In addition, during the visit by Franklin Castañeda,
President of the Foundation Committee in Solidarity
with Political Prisoners’ (FCSPP) visit to Brussels, PBI
highlighted the importance of support from the international community and particularly the EU to the
peace process with the National Liberation Army (ELN)
guerrilla group. This advocacy resulted in this point
being included in the EuroLat’s declaration at its final
session in May.11
Finally, in conjunction with the other PBI projects,
PBI Colombia lobbied David Ravelo’s case to be selected as the case of the month of the campaign “Stand 4
Human Rights”12 of the HRDN platform. PBI enabled
the human rights defender’s testimony and PBI’s testimony to be included in an event by the European Parliament13 organised by MEPs Marina Albiol and Javier Couso, in which encompassed the advances in the
Havana negotiations and the challenges to building
peace in Colombia.

Meetings, consultations and
presentations during events
Institution

Number of
meetings

European Parliament, (MEPs and
their offices)

41

Foreign Service Section

2

European Commission

2

EP Advisers to Political Groups

4

DROI Secretariat

3

Permanent Representations

21

EU Special Envoy to the Peace
Process

1

EuroLat

1

Events and Seminars

4

French Deputees and Senators
(together with PBI France);

2

Foreign Affairs Ministries

3

NGOs and Networks

16

United Nations
Institutions

Number of
meetings

Permanent Missions

5

UN Special Mechanisms

8

UNHCHR

1

NGOs

4

1 European Parliament: Persecución de activistas en Colombia, 31 August 2016
2 Equipo Nizkor: Eurodiputados envían carta de apoyo al procedimiento en el caso
Claudia Julieta Duque, 23 February 2016
3 Oidhaco: Carta de 40 Eurodiputada/os al Presidente colombiano Juan Manuel
Santos, 18 November 2016
4 European Parliament: Preguntas parlamentarias: Asesinato en Colombia de
William Castillo, defensor de los derechos humanos, 19 May 2016
5 Peace Brigades International Switzerland: Declaración Oral Conjunta de Peace
Brigades International Switzerland y OIDHACO, February 2016
6 Ohchr: Communications reports of special procedures, September 2016
7 European Parliament: Preguntas Parlamentarias: Poligrow, 19 May 2016
8 Laurencecohen.fr: Processus de paix en Colombie, 30 May 2016
9 European Parliament: Información en cuanto a la Resolución sobre la responsabilidad de las empresas por violaciones graves de los derechos humanos en terceros
países , January 2017
10 European Parliament: Propuesta de resolución común, 19 January 2016
11 Ramón Jauregui: EuroLat: Declaración de Lisboa, 17 May 2016
12 stand4humanrights.org
13 Izquierda Unida: El proceso de paz en Colombia: proceso de las negociaciones, 23
February 2016
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Advocacy
in North America

A

fter 15 years and more than 9 billion dollars
in aid from the controversial Plan Colombia,1 in February 2016, Presidents Obama
and Santos announced a new plan for US
financial assistance to Colombia, called Peace Colombia.2 Given the strong influence of the US on Colombia, PBI has been advocating for the US Government
to support the peace process and for the effective
protection of human rights defenders. In the volatile
context of the plebiscite and the signature of the final
agreement, PBI’s advocacy prioritised victims and supported the dialogue with the ELN and dismantling the
neo-paramilitary groups.

In the US, PBI shared its analysis and made recommendations to implement its advocacy strategy, took
part in meetings and events with contacts, and organised speaking tours by human rights defenders from
Colombia to Washington. PBI Colombia helped to prepare for the expansion of PBI International’s advocacy
work in Washington with the creation of a new position
representing all of the PBI projects in 2017. After the results of the US presidential elections in November, PBI
began to analyse its strategy for advocating for human
rights defenders in Latin America, in response to the
elections’ impact and the new Trump administration.

GIVEN THE STRONG INFLUENCE OF THE US ON COLOMBIA, PBI HAS BEEN ADVOCATING
FOR THE US GOVERNMENT TO SUPPORT THE PEACE PROCESS AND FOR THE EFFECTIVE
PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS.
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United States Government
In 2016, PBI widened its advocacy with the Departments of Defence and Justice, and with new offices
of republican members of congress and relevant sections of the State Department. Some Government bodies also contacted PBI for information on the human
rights situation in Colombia.
Five letters signed by members of Congress were
supported by PBI and other organisations in 2016,
many of which were widely published in the Colombian press.
The letters to the Colombian Government asked,
amongst other things, for Colombian society to be
more closely included in the peace process and for
improvements to the measures contained in the final
peace agreement to protect the rights of victims and
the safety of human rights defenders.
In February, PBI met directly with some Members
of Congress and distributed a document analysing the
peace negotiations and detailing some of the human
rights defenders’ concerns,3 which resulted in a letter signed by 57 Members of both parties to President
Obama.4 The letter welcomed Santos’ visit, celebrated
the progress in the dialogues, and insisted on an effective response to the attacks against human rights
defenders.5 During the visit, senior State Department
officials also talked about the attacks when they met
with the press.
In 2016, PBI joined a collective effort to highlight
the role of the Office of the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights (UNHCHR) in the post-agreement
phase, which had the support of a Republican leader
in the House of Representatives who wrote a private
letter on the issue to Secretary of State John Kerry.
After a strong global campaign by several NGOs, the
Democrats proposed a substantial increase in funding
for the UNHCHR. The final peace agreement with the
FARC also included terms for its mandate to be renewed.
During PBI’s two activations in response to the attacks against human rights defenders, congressional
offices contacted the State Department and the Colombian embassy about the concerns PBI had voiced. For
example, in December Congressman McGovern wrote
a letter signed by 37 Members of Congress, based on
information supplied by PBI, urging the State Department to work with Colombia to deal with the increase
in the killings.6
As an invitee of the Department of State and USAID to consultation meetings on the shape of assistance to Colombia, in June PBI emphasised the risks
to human rights defenders and gave the State Depart-

ment information setting out case studies. Ambassador Kevin Whitaker took part in a multilateral initiative
responding to the wave of attacks against defenders
and made an urgent appeal to the Colombian Government to stop the killings because they are a risk to
building peace.7

United Nations and Inter-American
Court of Human Rights (IACHR)
A report by the UNHCHR in April about creating an
environment that is beneficial to civil society, specifically mentioned PBI and its accompaniment in humanitarian spaces in Colombia, together with PBI’s recommendations on regional mechanisms, acts of reprisal,
political participation and other issues.8 PBI signed a
letter by 350 NGOs to member states of the Organization of American States in May supporting the IACHR
when it faced financial crisis.9 The concern expressed
throughout the region helped to generate additional
donations for the IACHR which enabled it to hold a
second session of hearings in 2016 and maintain its
staffing levels.

Lobby
Entity

Meetings

Senate

12

House

18

State Department

20

US NGOs

27

Colombian Embassy

3

White House

3

Others, US Government

7

IACHR

1

Total

91
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Speaking tours by accompanied
organisations

Strategic issues for PBI: economic
interests and women defenders

PBI supported four accompanied organisations
when they visited Washington in 2016, organising
meetings with congressional offices and other Government contacts, at which the defenders underscored
the need to reform Colombia’s security forces and
to guarantee truth and justice in the post-agreement
phase.
During the IACHR hearings, PBI helped to organise
strategic advocacy meetings for the FCSPP and CJL
in the US.10 The meeting with the State Department
included the Special Envoy to the peace negotiations.
The tour resulted in a letter, signed by 51 members
of Congress, supporting the negotiations with the ELN
and asking for protection for human rights defenders.
In September, lawyer Jorge Molano from DH Colombia explained the impact of the peace agreements
to Government representatives and NGOs12 in Washington about the impact of the peace agreements on
human rights, and also called for the victims to be protected, and asked for the US Government to declassify
documents relating to the Colombian conflict.

In November, PBI Colombia supported a speaking
tour organised by FOR Peace Presence of human rights
defenders from the Puente Nayero Humanitarian
Space in Buenaventura to Washington, to raise awareness of the afro-descendant communities’ struggle in
both countries against forced displacement caused
by economic interests.13 During meetings with government and civil society,14 the representatives from
Buenaventura asked for support for the fulfilling the
agreements with the Colombian Government to protect the Humanitarian Space.
PBI collaborated with other US NGOS to make recommendations to the US Government about consolidating the peace in Colombia with a differential focus
on gender, which had a clear impact before Santos’
visit in February15 and the high level dialogues with
the Colombian Government in August. Most of the
recommendations to USAID, which focus on the structural causes of the conflict and the victims of neo-paramilitary violence, were incorporated in the Colombia
agency’s cooperation programme.
PBI also gave input to the Environmental Investigation Agency in its work on bringing to light human
rights violations and the problems of palm cultivation
in Mapiripan, Meta.
Finally, PBI continued to take part in international
coalitions, supporting research by the Women Human
Rights Defenders International Coalition (WHRDIC)
on the situation of women defenders working on the
extractive industry and giving feedback to the International Corporate Accountability Roundtable (ICAR) on
how women human rights defenders should be consulted by governments when they develop National
Action Plans on Business and Human Rights.16

1 Lawg: Human Rights in Colombia during Plan Colombia, February 2016
2 El Tiempo: Reunión en Washington entre los presidentes de EEUU y Colombia, 4
February 2016
3 Washington Office on Latin America: Recommendations to the United States to
Support the Consolidation of Peace in Colombia, 6 January 2016.
4 United States Congress: Carta al Presidente Obama, 2 February 2016
5Jim McGovern: Ahead of President Obama’s Meeting with Colombian President,
McGovern Leads Bipartisan Group of Lawmakers Urging Support for Peace Process, 2
February 2016
6 Jim McGovern: McGovern, House Lawmakers Urge Secretary Kerry to Condemn
Violence in Colombia, Work to Protect Human Rights Defenders, 13 December 2016
7 Semana: La sentida súplica de los embajadores, 4 June 2016
8 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights: Recomendaciones prácticas para la
creación y el mantenimiento de un entorno seguro y propicio para la sociedad civil
tomando como base las buenas prácticas y las lecciones aprendidas, 11 April 2016
9 Coalición Internacional de Organizaciones por los Derechos Humanos en las Américas:

Carta sobre la crisis financiera de la Cidh, 25 May 2016
10 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights: Situación general de derechos
humanos en Colombia, 5 April 2016
11Inter-American Commission on Human Rights: Búsqueda de desaparecidos y excavaciones en la Escombrera de Medellín, Colombia, 5 April 2016
12 Washington Office on Latin America: Truth and Justice for Victims in Colombia after
the Peace Deal, 7 September 2016
13 Peace Brigades International USA: Bridging the Americas: Black Lives Matter Everywhere, 31 October 2016
14 Washington Office on Latin America: Bridging the Americas: Black Lives Matter
Everywhere, 16 November 2016
15 Washington Office on Latin America: Recommendations to the United States to
Support the Consolidation of Peace in Colombia, 6 January 2016
16 International Service for Human Rights and International Corporate Accountability
Roundtable: Human Rights Defenders in National Action Plans (NAPs) on Business and
Human Rights, June 2016
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Publication and
distribution

I

n 2016, during a year that was marked by the
signature of the Peace Agreement, PBI Colombia’s Communications Team was especially focused on raising awareness of the serious and
ongoing threats and attacks suffered by human rights
defenders in Colombia, with a particular emphasis on
women defenders. This included a printed publication
wholly dedicated to “Women Leaders” and a graphic
novel entitled “The White Dress”, in memory of Nydia
Erika Bautista, which told the story of her life and her
tragic disappearance and murder.
PBI Colombia’s Communications Team produced
two products which were very well received and had a
strong impact, both with the accompanied defenders
and the Country Groups, who could use them to show
the work that PBI Colombia and PBI do. There were
some very positive evaluations and comments from
around the globe about the animated video “What
does PBI do in Colombia?” which was translated into
five languages, and in three minutes summarises how
international accompaniment is a force for dissuasion.
The Spanish version has had over 2,900 visits.
At the end of 2016, “Dandelions. The journey of
accompaniment” was published. It is a comic which
tells the story of how PBI arrived in Colombia, the initial preparations for starting work in the country, and
the first requests from human rights defenders seeking international accompaniment and protection to be
able to carry out their work in the midst of violence
and conflict in the Colombian context. In six chapters
it tells the story of the emblematic accompaniments
which took place around the country during 22 years
of PBI’s presence in Colombia. The text was written by
renowned writer Oscar Pantoja and the illustrations
were created by Maria Lessmes.
On a strategic level, the Communications Team has
begun developing a transmedia strategy, to access
new and multiple avenues for distributing and publishing the products created, and as a means to further
develop and share the stories being told.
All publications are produced in Spanish and English.

tema de la tierra”.
Other videos produced by the Communications
Team were published on the Youtube channel (Colombiapbi), including a trailer for the presentation of the
“Dandelions” comic.

Video

Dissemination

PBI Colombia continued with the series “PBI Coffee Breaks”, publishing five interviews in 2016 with the
people PBI accompanies and with a PBI staff member
who explained what the advocacy work consists of
and how she raises awareness about the human rights
situation in North America. The Coffee Breaks focused
on the Colombian context, giving voice to people involved in processes and cases who are increasingly
threatened, and attempting to interview people from
different regions, to show how the violations they suffer are not isolated incidents.
The Coffee Breaks were: Irene Ramírez (Acvc),
¿Cómo visibilizar la situación de los derechos humanos en Norteamérica?, Claudia Julieta Duque: “Un
periodismo tímido y complaciente”, Diego Martínez:
“Una profunda satisfacción poder evitar que la gente
se siga matando”, Argemiro Lara “Hay que resolver el

PBI Colombia uses other tools to disseminate information in the blog, including the platform Smugmug
with 200,000 views of PBI`s photo stories during 2016.
The Youtube channel (Colombiapbi) mentioned
above had 75.563 views.
The social media presence includes Facebook with
1600 new “likes” during 2016.
On Twitter there were 592 tweets published, leading to 9000 views of the profile and 504 new followers
in 2016. In Instagram, 350 followers were reached.
PBI Colombia also used tools like Isuu o Razoo for
online fundraising campaigns.
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Newsletters
Two electronic newsletters were published, bringing together material on common issues. One was
about the award Premio DDHH / Human Rights Prize
and another was entitled Boletín Paz / Peace

Podcast
For the first time, PBI began publishing audio podcasts of interviews, so that followers of PBI Colombia’s
channels can listen to the complete interviews when
and where they want. The first of them was the interview with Argemiro Lara.

Blog
pbicolombia.org had over 70,000 visits in 2016 (including both the Spanish and English versions), with
34,000 visitors. The Home Page (in both languages)
had over 9,000 visits and together with the job postings page, is the most visited, which shows the interest of PBI’s followers for both the new stories that
are published, and for getting information and becoming part of the Project. More than 260 posts were
published, and the ones with the highest numbers of
visitors were about accompaniments for land-related
events and the special newsletter on Women Leaders.
The volunteers write about their experiences in the
field, such as accompaniments, or the hard work they
do alongside the defenders they accompany.
In 2016 there was a comprehensive updating of
the Information Packs on the organisations and people
that PBI accompanies, and a Focus tab which enables
viewers to search thematically.

KOLKO: “IN PBI’S PUBLICATIONS, THE COMBINATIONS OF FIGURES/FACTS AND
TESTIMONY/ANALYSIS BY THE PEOPLE ACCOMPANIED IS VERY USEFUL”
PBI UK: “THE PROFILE PAGES OF THE ORGANISATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS THAT PBI
ACCOMPANIES ARE ALSO VERY USEFUL. THE VIDEOS ARE OF HIGH QUALITY AND WE USE
THEM A LOT”
Other publications

Survey

PBI has two publications with restricted distribution, whose objective is to bring attention to high risk
situations which affect the people, organisations and
communities accompanied by PBI. Both publications
are in English and Spanish and are sent to the Support
Network and contacts.
1. Action Alert, in March PBI called attention to the
murders and intimidation of human rights defenders,
highlighting the lack of guarantees for their protection.
In November, in the face of another wave of leaders
being threatened and killed, PBI published another
Alert which specifically addressed the attempt to kill
Argemiro Lara, a land restitution leader and peace activist in Sucre Department (norther Colombia).
2. Quarterly Human Rights Update. This document
is published four times a year, and brings together the
quarterly current events and sets out the threats, surveillance, prosecutions and detentions of the people
accompanied by PBI.
3. Case Studies

In November, the Communications Team sent a survey to its contacts to evaluate PBI’s work in this area.
Ayúdenos a mejorar nuestras publicaciones was very
well received, especially by the PBI Country Groups.
The results will be very useful for designing the 2017
communications strategy.

Contact with journalists and
international media
Eight international journalists contacted PBI Colombia, both to interview volunteers, and to request
information on different parts of the country were PBI
carries out accompaniments. The press release by the
Efe Agency on the publication of the “Dandelions”
comic had a particular impact, and it was published in
newspapers in eight countries in both Latin America
and Europe.
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Psychosocial
support

T

he Psychosocial Support team provides integral accompaniment to human rights
defenders, recognising that the impact of
threats and violence affects more than just
the political aspects of their work, indeed the persecution has repercussions on a personal, family and community level.
In 2016 the signature of the Peace Agreements
fuelled hope that the conflict would end with truth and
justice for its victims. Political peace, however, has not
resulted in more safety for human rights defenders.
Every violent incident has implications in terms
of the security of defenders’ everyday work, but they
can also generate fear, isolation and divisions within
communities and organisations. To accompany the
violence’s emotional and social consequences, PBI
continues to support the organisations and communities it works with through activities around individual and community well-being, psychosocial attention,
strengthening groups and institutions, self-protection
mechanisms to improve their safety and greater security in information technology.
The main methodology for this accompaniment is
facilitating workshops on self-protection, information
technology security, and psychosocial aspects. These
are processes for reflection, exchanging knowledge
and building collective trust, in order to establish common protocols and practices. PBI facilitates these spaces in a framework built on the trust that exists between
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the organisations and through the secure management of information which is shared in these spaces.
This year, many activities have been to accompany local and regional initiatives for peace, justice and
truth. PBI’s work with CCAJAR, MOVICE and CPDH in
the Schools for Memory and Non-Repetition support
efforts by communities and organisations to remember, document and reflect on the roots of the violence
and what the actions and other needs are for peace.
The Team also accompanied emblematic commemorations to raise awareness and lend support to historical
memory around issues of enforced disappearance and
extra-judicial executions.
Because of the negotiation and signature of the
agreements and the changing security context in each
region, it is fundamental that human rights defenders
be able to properly analyse the risks they face in different situations, and have the possibility to express,
identify and respond to their work’s different emotional impacts.
The team held activities with organisations and
communities in the following regions:
•
Bogota: Jose Alvear Restrepo Lawyers’ Collective (CCAJAR); Colombian Commission of Jurists
(CCJ); Consejo de Redaccion (CdR); Censat Agua Viva;
Permanent Committee for the Defence of Human
Rights (CPDH)
•
Southwest (Cauca, Valle del Cauca and Nar-

iño): Jose Alvear Restrepo Lawyers’ Collective (CCAJAR); Movement of Victims of State Crimes (MOVICE);
the Cauca Indigenous Regional Council (CRIC), the Permanent Committee for the Defence of Human Rights
(CPDH), Buenaventura Social Ministry.
•
Magdalena Medio: Corporation for Judicial
Freedom (CJL), Luis Carlos Perez Lawyers’ Corporation (CCALCP); Equipo Juridico Pueblos (EJP); Movement of Victims of State Crimes (MOVICE); Jose Alvear
Restrepo Lawyers’ Collective (CCAJAR)
Every process with an organisation involves preparation beforehand and following up on the groups’ results. PBI visits the organisations and individuals to
define their needs in terms of self-protection, in matters of digital security and psychosocial aspects. On
an individual level, PBI provided emotional accompaniment in different regions of the country and through
the Psychosocial Accompaniment Centre (CAPS)
where support was provided to 12 defenders who had
identified a need for therapeutic attention because of
the impact of socio-political violence in the country.
PBI has also been fortunate, through the Psychosocial Roundtable and the Protection Roundtable, to
share experiences and techniques with organisations
whose work has also involved them in rebuilding the
social fabric.
The consequences of the violence are different,
depending on factors such as gender, social class and
ethnicity. PBI responds to different security situations

in each community and organisation to identify the
different needs for protection and emotional accompaniment. PBI’s participative methodology promotes
a critical reflection on the effects of discrimination,
gender violence and inequality, through an exchange
between all the voices which make up an organisation
or community.
PBI value the importance of recognising and understanding the country’s diversity and the impacts
of the violence in different contexts. This is why PBI
carries out both initial and continuous training with a
differential protection focus with the accompaniment
and support volunteers, and has held three sessions
during the Project’s cycle.
PBI sees that the post-agreement context presents
new challenges and risks for the communities and
organisations it accompanies, and that a fundamental part of PBI’s work is to share ways of facing these
challenges, and tools which will ensure that defenders can continue to do their work in a safe space, with
the conditions they need to be able to fulfil their professional and personal lives with respect for human
rights. Through these processes, PBI hopes that it can,
together with the organisations, generate possibilities
for resistance and collaborate to rebuild the social fabric.
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Workshops and meetings
Organization

Place

Type

Men

Women

Total

CJL

Bogotá

Psychosocial

12

9

21

Cpdh

Bogotá

Psychosocial

3

7

10

Cpdh

Bogotá

Protection

3

7

10

CdR

Bogotá

Protection

7

11

18

CdR

Bogotá

IT Security

4

2

6

CdR

Bogotá

Psychosocial

7

11

18

Censat Agua Viva

Bogotá

Protection

8

4

12

Censat Agua Viva

Bogotá

Psychosocial

8

4

12

Ccajar

Bogotá

Protection

6

3

9

Ccajar

Bogotá

IT Security

15

15

30

Sisma

Bogotá

Psychosocial

15

15

Sisma

Bogotá

Psychosocial

8

8

Diakonia

Bogotá

Protection

7

14

Ccalp

Bucaramanga

IT Security

8

8

7

Ccalp

Bucaramanga

Psychosocial

6

6

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Barrancabermeja

Protection

18

15

33

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Bucaramanga

Protection

18

18

36

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Barrancabermeja

Protection

18

15

33

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Barrancabermeja

Protection

18

15

33

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Barrancabermeja

Psychosocial

18

15

33

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Bucaramanga

Protection

18

18

36

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Barrancabermeja

Psychosocial

18

18

36

EJP

Bucaramanga

Psychosocial

1

1

2

PS Cúcuta

Cúcuta

Protection

5

10

15

Mujeres caminando por
la vida

Medellín

Protection

14

14

CJL

Medellín

Protection

2

7

9

Pastoral Social

Buenaventura

Protection

10

14

24

Pastoral Social

Buenaventura

Psychosocial

10

14

24

Pastoral Social

Buenaventura

Protection

10

12

22

Pastoral Social

Buenaventura

Psychosocial

10

12

22

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Cali

Protection

15

10

25

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Cali

Protection

15

10

25

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Cali

Protection

15

10

25

Cpdh

Cali

Protection

9

5

14

Cpdh

Cali

IT Security

9

5

14

Movice

Cali

Protection

3

3

6

Movice

Buenaventura

Psychosocial

12

2

14

Movice

Buenaventura

Psychosocial

12

2

14

70

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Cali

Protection

56

8

64

Pastoral Social

Buenaventura

Protection

10

14

24

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Popayán

Protection

10

15

25

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Popayán

Protection

9

6

15

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Popayán

Protection

9

6

15

Ccajar, Movice, Cpdh

Popayán

Protection

9

6

15

Cric

Popayán

Psychosocial

2

2

4

Cric

Popayán

Psychosocial

2

3

5

Cric

Popayán

Psychosocial

2

3

5

Cric

Popayán

Protection

6

4

10

Coordinación Regional
del Pacífico

Guapi

Psychosocial

8

7

15

Coordinación Regional
del Pacífico

Guapi

Psychosocial

8

7

15

Funsarep

Cartagena

Protection

3

8

11

Pastoral Social Arauca

Arauca

Protection

3

6

9

Pastoral Social Riohacha

Riohacha

Protection

1

14

15

TOTAL WORKSHOPS

52

467

456

923
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Field team
training
Human resources and training of
international accompaniers and
observers

O

ne of the purposes of the Human Resources
and Training Team is to supply PBI Colombia
with a global team of accompaniment volunteers trained in the Project’s procedures
and principles, who are able to develop and fulfil their
responsibilities in order to protect the work-spaces of
human rights defenders.
Training and human resource management involves implementing and leading all phases of the
candidates’ training process to ensure that they have
the best preparation possible, and are selected according to the Project’s established criteria; this includes
monitoring and advising volunteers during their training and throughout their time at the Project, keeping
track of the volunteers to ensure their well-being and
that the volunteers are following the Project’s human
resource procedures and policies.
In 2016 there were two Training-Selection Meetings
held: in January (which was the culmination of the process carried out during the second semester of 2015)
and in October (which corresponded to the 2016 process).
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These processes included different phases over
several months (receiving the applications, interviews,
training manuals) and the Training-Selection Meeting
was the final step in the journey. During each workshop, which lasts for one week, participatory and interactive methods were used to work on the following
issues: history and analysis of the current Colombian
context; mandate, principles and focus of PBI Colombia’s work, managing fear and stress, constructive
conflict resolution, group dynamics and consensus,
gender and diversity, and practical questions before
arriving in Colombia.
The January workshop had 19 participants from
11 countries, and in October there were 20 candidates
representing 11 nationalities.
Of the total number of participants in the 2016
workshops (39 people in total, including 17 men and
22 women), 34 were trained and selected to become
new volunteers, many of them joined the Project at
different times in the year and will continue to do so
throughout 2017.

Accompaniment Volunteers: Selection Process

2014

Training meeting
2016 (Corresponds
to 2015 process)

Training
Meeting
October 2016

Applications received throughout the year for the
2014 (July to December 2013)

103

132

76

Persons accepted at the Final Training Meeting, after
the interview, and completion of the self-training
manuals)

22

27

21

% Women

68%

70%

45%

2014

2015

2016

Number of volunteers present in the field

21

24

24

% Women

52%

62,5%

61%

Number of Volunteers repeating throughout the year

14

13

11
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When the new volunteers arrive at the Project, they
spend two weeks doing intensive training in Bogota to
help them get their bearings, learn about the areas of
work and responsibilities, and familiarise themselves
with the security protocols and the Project. When they
arrive in the
Field Teams they go through initial training to integrate into the team and their new environment, and
get to know the zones where they will work and the
people and organisations they will accompany. It also
enables them to broaden their analytic abilities to prepare them for their dialogue with the authorities and
their actions in the field.
During their time at the Project, all those at PBI Colombia take part in training workshops for continuous
development with different focuses (current events,
analysis, security and crisis, political debates, team
well-being, emotional accompaniment, talks with defenders) to build and empower the Project’s internal
capacity. These training sessions are held by members
of the Field Teams and by external experts. There were
68 training and continuous development workshops
held during 2016.
In 2016 several volunteers “extended” their commitment (4 people) and some re-joined the teams (2
people), which was enriching for the Project as they
brought with them a wealth of prior experience, and it
also made the most of the previous training invested
in them.
The Team is already in full swing of preparing the
next Training-Selection Meeting, which will be held in
June 2017, and interviews for it will starting soon.
The Field Teams are currently made up of 24 volunteers (12 men and 12 women). In total, 20 are from European countries, 2 from Latin America, 1 from Canada
and 1 from New Zealand.
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Country of origin volunteers

24

Spain

6

France

5

Italy

3

Germany

2

UK

1

Switzerland

1

Belgium

1

Austria

1

Peru

1

Brazil

1

Canada

1

New Zealand

1

Ongoing training, (2016)

Team
Urabá

Barrancabermeja

Themes/Activities

Persons responsible

Political Debates, Fundraising, Emotional
Support Team (internal to the
Accompaniment, Protection Tools, Analysis Project): Teams Coordinator, Project
Tools, Communications, Information
Coordinator, Advocacy Coordinator,
Technology Security, Project Tools and
IT Teams, Communications Team,
Structure, Activations and Political
Fundraising Team, Psychosocial
Advocacy, Facilitation and Consensus,
Team, Administrator and Logistics
Conflict Prevention and Resolution,
Coordinator, Accountant, Assistant
Psychosocial Health/Social Fabric,
Accountant.
Communications Management, House
Logistics, Accounting.
Stress management, Burnout, Tools for
self-care and mutual care

CAPS (External Psychosocial
Support Collective)

Context: Peace Community, Jiguamiando,
Curbarado, Cacarica, Law 70, internal
political debates

Internal Team Members

Political Debates, Fundraising, Emotional
Support Team (internal to the
Accompaniment, Protection Tools, Analysis Project): Teams Coordinator, Project
Tools, Communications, IT Security,
Coordinator, Advocacy Coordinator,
Managing Internal Information, Security,
IT Teams, Communications Team,
Project Tools and Structures, Activations
Fundraising Team, Psychosocial
and Political Advocacy, State of the Team,
Team, Administrator and Logistics
Facilitation and Consensus, Conflict
Coordinator, Accountant, Assistant
Prevention/Resolution, Psychosocial
Accountant.
Support/Reconstructing Social Fabric,
Communication Management, House
Logistics, Accounting.
General Context, History of
Barrancabermeja, Context in Catatumbo,
Political Debates.

Internal (Team members) Support
from external trainers from
accompanied organisations.

Bogota

Political Debates, Fundraising, Emotional
Support Team (internal to the
Accompaniment, Protection Tools, Analysis Project): Teams Coordinator, Project
Tools, Communications, IT Security,
Coordinator, Advocacy Coordinator,
Internal (Members of the
Managing Internal Information, Security,
IT Teams, Communications Team,
Support Team)
Project Tools and Structures, Activations
Fundraising Team, Psychosocial
External (COPSICO)
and Political Advocacy, State of the Team,
Team, Administrator and Logistics
Talks with Diego Martinez
Facilitation and Consensus, Conflict
Coordinator, Accountant, Assistant
(CPDH), Talks with various
Prevention/Resolution, Psychosocial
Accountant.
accompanied defenders
Support/Reconstructing Social Fabric,
(Jorge Molano, Claudia
Communication Management, House
Julieta Duque, Danilo
Logistics, Accounting
Rueda)

Support Team and Bogota

Communication, Conflict, Talks on current
context, Historical Memory, Political
Debates, Peace Agreement.

Various external entities: COPSICO
(Psychosocial Support Collective),
Accompanied defenders (Claudia
Julieta Duque, Jorge Molano,
Berenice Celeyta, Danilo Rueda).
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Financial report
2016

P

eace Brigades International (PBI) is a
non-governmental organisation recognised
by the United Nations, which has maintained a permanent team of international
observers and accompaniers in Colombia since 1994.
As its main office is located outside Colombia and
100% of its income is from international sources, and
there is no specific accounting norm governing this
kind of organisation, PBI has applied the general accounting standards of non-profit organisations.
PBI Colombia’s accounting standards meet with
the International Norms of Financial Information (NIIF)
and with accounting principles that are generally accepted in Colombia. Its operations come within the
provisions of Decree 2649 of 1993, Decree 4400 of
2004, and Law 222 of 1995, which amends it. The Project’s accounts were audited by the firm Abako’s S.A.

Difference in Exchange Rates
PBI Colombia’s financial statements are valued in
Pesos (the currency used to register economic and financial operations and asset management) at the end
of each accounting period, and are presented in Dol78

lars (the currency used to register income and expenditure in the United States) and in Euros (for income and
expenditure in the Eurozone).
Income and expenditure are accounted for in the
currency in which they were made. When income from
the account “Donations to be received” are monetarised, and when accounts receivable are recorded or
advances are made in currencies other than the Peso
and in different months, a “Difference in exchange
rates” account is used. These records are in the accounts of the results.
The figures and results presented below refer to
the year 2016 and reflect the financial situation of the
PBI Colombia Project.
In this respect, the funds transferred from international agencies for developing activities inside Colombia are counted as income, and expenses attributable
to the institutional mandate are counted as expenditure. There are at present no investments or accounts
that generate interest which could be taken as income
from a national source that would generate taxable income. The organisation recognises expenses resulting
from income generation, which are always regulated
by the general budget.

Expenses:
€ 972.444

Income:
€ 871.361

Non realized profits
due to exchange rate
€ 6.799

Expenses

8%

Colombian
personnel

12%

Housing /
food

12%

Representatives
in US and EU

4%

Running costs

16%

Field Volunteers

16%

Physical, communications,
political accompaniment

16%

Specialist
Volunteers

3%

Project-level
governance

4%

Training

6%

PBI Internationallevel governance
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End of Year Financial Statement
At the close of the 2016 financial year, 31 December, the accounts show a deficit of € 107,882. Total income was € 871,361 and the spending amounted to
€972,444, less Non-Realised Utilities (€6,799).

Current events in 2016 and their
impact on Fundraising
2016 has been a key year for achieving peace in
Colombia, but PBI has been concerned to observe that
a number of international and bi-lateral cooperation
agencies are withdrawing their support or changing
their spending strategy in Colombia and turning towards issues that are not related to protecting defenders and human rights. This is based on the perception
that the signature of the peace agreements means that
armed conflict, as well as social, economic and political conflict in the country will disappear, and they will
refocus their strategies on institutional development
and strengthening, and not on human rights defence
or peace building.
This situation has had a drastic impact on PBI Colombia’s financial situation and has created significant
concern in recent months for PBI Colombia’s financial
future. In a global context where institutional donors
are reducing their INGO funding in Latin America, PBI
is in a position of having to make severe cut-backs and
deal with deficits in the 2017 budget. However, the
increase in attacks and murders of human rights defenders in 2016, which is particularly alarming in light
of the peace agreements between the Government
and the FARC, demonstrates that the security situation
they face as result of their work is deteriorating. We

should nevertheless not be deluded that Colombia is
becoming a place which fully guarantees the defence
of human rights because it has signed the agreements.
The numbers, reports and testimonies show a very different reality in which people who advocate for building sustainable peace with social justice, more than
ever, need the support of the international community
in terms of protection, awareness and funding. As a
result, PBI is considering a number of fundraising scenarios and potential actions to enable its much needed
work in the country to continue.
PBI’s presence in Colombia and the protection of
human rights defenders is crucial during this period of
transition in Colombia, and to ensure a broad and complete implementation of the peace agreements and for
building a stable and lasting peace. The presence of
non-governmental organisations which generate pressure for the commitments of the peace agreements
to be fulfilled are vital, because the next few years
in Colombia are crucial to ensuring the sustainability
of genuine peace, which does not just depend on the
FARC and the Government, but also on other armed
actors and society as a whole, and on maintaining the
international community’s support for the process.
Within the global movement of Peace Brigades
International, Country Groups have been the allies
without which PBI Colombia could not have kept on
going. Because in most cases the Country Groups
have been the applicants and PBI Colombia the local
partner, each Country Group appears next to the donor
whose economic support they enabled us to receive.
Without these external donations, the integral accompaniment work we do would not have been possible,
and we therefore thank the following institutions and
organisations who supported PBI Colombia’s work and
who continue to stand by the defence of human rights.

Origen de los fondos

68%

Income from
Governments

32%

Income from
Foundations

0.04%

Income from Country Groups
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Peace Brigades International - Colombia Project
Income from 1st Jan to 31st Dec. 2016
COP

EUR

USD

Income from Governments

1.993.880.312,40

643.933,08

587.990,85

City Council San Sebastián - Donostia

91.750.894,00

28.564,00

26.395,00

City Council San Sebastián - Donostia

113.787.173,60

37.148,00

33.555,00

AECID

475.125.750,00

147.914,25

136.685,53

PBI Catalonia

37.092.982,50

12.000,36

10.750,00

Norwegian Foreign Ministry 15/11292, COL 15/0007

311.954.893,00

106.360,35

95.074,00

PBI SPAIN

164.710.272,00

51.276,94

47.384,32

Pamplona City Council

92.425.640,00

28.773,58

26.589,27

Catalan Agency

207.596.573,00

64.628,14

59.721,98

Barcelona City Council

12.259.301,08

4.000,96

3.751,65

Basque Agency

13.435.964,50

4.386,48

3.962,13

Civil Peace Service - 655

34.760.500,00

10.821,50

10.000,00

Civil Peace Service -655

98.250.000,00

33.316,71

30.000,00

Civil Peace Service - 655

32.735.800,00

11.192,15

10.000,00

Civil Peace Service - 685

114.625.000,00

38.869,49

35.000,00

Civil Peace Service -685

98.207.400,00

33.576,44

30.000,00

Civil Peace Service -655-685

31.661.400,00

10.348,52

9.689,17

European Union

63.500.768,72

20.755,21

19.432,80

Income from foundations

945.735.000,93

306.922,77

277.935,77

AECID / Intermon Oxfam 1

84.149.566,00

26.056,10

23.871,61

AECID / Intermon Oxfam 2

86.922.160,00

28.377,74

25.632,44

Christian Aid

37.691.985,34

12.886,63

11.514,00

Christian Aid

189.983.200,00

61.888,33

55.000,00

Christian Aid

31.408.784,00

9.788,06

9.035,77

ICCO - KIA

141.623.840,00

46.134,94

41.000,00

Bread for the World

56.076.890,00

17.363,67

15.907,93

PBI Switzerland FDFA

158.380.454,40

51.766,61

48.468,33

Mensen Met een Missie

49.152.076,40

16.758,29

14.980,00

PBI Canada (OPSEU)

47.667.456,50

15.562,14

14.056,64

Misereor

43.926.016,00

14.210,99

12.730,30

PBI UK - Law Society

18.752.572,29

6.129,27

5.738,75

Contributions Country Groups

9.837.675,52

3.204,69

2.848,00

PBI France

9.837.675,52

3.204,69

2.848,00

Individual donors

1.745.073,39

544,86

503,90

PBI Switzerland

102.209,39

33,41

31,28

Private donation

1.642.864,00

511,45

472,62

INCOME

81

82

Reimbursements

-25.691.602,05

-8.392,63

-7.724,46

PBI Germany

(13.315.918,25)

-4.352,30

-4.075,00

AECID

(12.375.683,80)

-4.040,33

-3.649,46

Other income

18.476.149,00

5.906,28

5.354,31

FINANCIAL RETURNS

1.245.296,00

420,97

376,88

INCOME FROM TRAINING CONTRIBUTIONS

17.230.853,00

5.485,31

4.977,43

TOTAL INCOME

52.943.982.609,19

952.119,05

866.908,37

Peace Brigades International - PBI Colombia Project
Comparative financial statement from 1st Jan to 31st Dec. 2016
COP

EUR

USD

Petty cash

36.318.615

11.471

12.068

Banks in Colombia

193.450.358

61.100

64.279

Banks outside Colombia

1.213.459.766

383.262

403.206

1.443.228.740

455.832

479.553

22.753.130

7.186

7.560

76.487.750

24.158

25.415

0

0

0

Donations to be received

394.528.140

124.609

131.093

Reimbursements for medical insurance to be
received

15.375.549

4.856

5.109

Advance payments for medical insurance

0

0

0

Advances to volunteers

4.648.319

1.468

1.545

Advances to employees

0

0

0

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

Debtors and other accounts receivable
to related entities
Accounts due from PBI International Secretariat
Other debtors
Internal transfers groups MEP
Donations received but not monetarised

Advances

Accounts due from Projects

317.303.254

100.218

105.433

Accounts due from institutions

1.100.000

347

366

Accounts due from contractors

228.695

72

76

832.424.838

262.915

276.596

2.275.653.577

718.747

756.149

Furniture and equipment

0

0

0

Computing and communications equipment

42.602.742

13.456

14.156

Depreciation of property, fixtures and equipment

-22.483.095

-7.101

-7.471

TOTAL PROPERTY FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT

20.119.647

6.355

6.685

TOTAL ASSETS

2.295.773.225

725.102

762.834

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

Property, fixtures and equipment

Depreciation
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LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade accounts and other accounts payable
- Financial liabilities
Uncleared cheques

-10.184.943

-3.217

-3.384

- To related entities

0

0

0

Accounts payable MEP Groups

-65.213.456

-20.597

-21.669

- Expenses payable

0

0

0

Medical insurance payable

-89.021.807

-28.117

-29.580

Travel / activity expenses

-2.887.070

-912

-959

Other accounts payable

-33.466.976

-10.570

-11.120

32.097

35.008

- Payroll retentions and contributions
Colombian employee payroll

-13.130.656

-4.147

-4.363

Social Security outside Colombia

-3.571.379

-1.128

-1.187

Accounts payable other projects

-317.303.254

-100.218

-105.433

Institutional accounts payable

-1.100.000

-347

-366

-535.879.540

-169.253

-178.061

Social contributions

-4.955.652

-1.565

-1.647

Volunteer repatriation

-69.530.182

-21.961

-23.103

-74.485.834

-23.526

-24.750

Institutional and global audits

-34.238.840

-10.814

-11.377

Medical insurance premiums

-26.062.601

-8.232

-8.660

-60.301.441

-19.046

-20.037

Taxes payable in Colombia

-2.725.346

-861

-906

Taxes payable overseas

-5.412.851

-1.710

-1.799

-8.138.197

-2.570

-2.704

Funds with restricted execution

-8.615.067

-2.721

-2.863

Income from training meetings

1.100.212

347

366

-7.514.855

-2.374

-2.497

-686.319.867

-216.769

-228.049

-559.460.000

-176.701

-185.896

Provisions for Employee and Volunteer Benefits

Provisions and contingencies
- Other provisions

Liabilities for current taxes

Other non-financial liabilities

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
Contingency provisions
Emergency situations
Advance income received
Income from training meetings
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-216.340.645
0

-68.329
0

-71.885
0

TOTAL LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

-775.800.645

-245.030

-257.781

TOTAL LIABILITIES

-1.462.120.512

-461.799

-485.830

-1.200.635.959,77

-347.461

-378.975

-31.751

-19.969

EQUITY
Surplus yet to be executed from previous statements
Variation in exchange surplus from previous
statements
Period result

341.570.193

107.882

113.496

Adjustments for changes in accounting policy

25.413.054

8.027

8.444

TOTAL EQUITY

-833.652.713

-263.303

-277.004

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

-2.295.773.225

-725.102

-762.834
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Peace Brigades International - Colombia Project
Year statement of results - January to December 2016
COP

EUR

USD

Income from governments

1.980.564.394

586.120

648.793

Income from foundations

933.359.317

276.215

305.750

Income from Country Groups

11.582.749

3.428

3.794

Private donors

0

0

0

TOTAL OPERATIONAL INCOME

2.925.506.460

865.762

958.337

Contributions from participants in
training meetings

17.230.853

5.099

5.644

INCOME
OPERATIONAL INCOME

NON-OPERATIONAL INCOME

Financial returns

1.245.296

369

408

Income from rounding down taxes

548

0,16

0,18

Difference in exchange rates in our
favour

0

0

0

Recuperated income and discounts

217.406

64

71

Petty cash excess

224.024

66

73

TOTAL NON-OPERATIONAL INCOME

18.918.127

5.599

6.197

TOTAL INCOME

2.944.424.586

871.361

964.534

Colombian personnel

248.140.971

73.434

81.286

Representatives in US and EU

397.214.842

117.550

130.120

Field Volunteers

535.521.068

158.480

175.426

Specialist Volunteers

49 519.080.989

153.615

170.041

1.699.957.870

503.079

556.872

Training meetings

91.598.724

27.107

30.006

Project annual retreat

20.157.789

5.965

6.603

Volunteer mental health

10.310.025

3.051

3.377

Ongoing training

17.977.945

5.320

5.889

140.044.483

41.444

45.876

House/office rental

113.145.630

33.484

37.064

Utilities

59.610.353

17.641

19.527

EXPENSES
OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
Salary and benefits to volunteers and staff

Training of personnel and volunteers

Housing and food for volunteers
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House/office maintenance and security

26.752.136

7.917

8.763

Food

176.998.244

52.380

57.981

Furniture/belongings houses/offices

4.856.100

1.437

1.591

381.362.463

112.859

124.927

Running costs
Office costs (tel., IT equip, postage etc)

75.962.396

22.480

24.884

Financial costs

12.245.017

3.624

4.011

Purchase and maintenance of equipment

33.545.170

9.927

10.989

Depreciation

19.248.919

5.696

6.306

Reimbursements for operational costs

-2.134.406

-632

-699

Previous statement expenses

2.428.020

719

795

141.295.117

41.814

46.285

Physical accomp: materials, transport, per diems

284.025.526

84.053

93.041

Comms accomp: publications, website, social
media

159.437.584

47.183

52.229

Political accomp: advocacy and tours

43.998.749

13.021

14.413

Psychosocial accomp and defender training

29.292.967

8.669

9.596

516.754.826

152.926

169.279

Institutional audit

3.861.915

1.143

1.265

Legal and other advice

78.407.691

23.204

25.685

External evaluation

0

0

0

Physical, communications and political
accompaniment

Project-level governance

Project Committee

0

0

0

Project annual assembly

7.707.892

2.281

2.525

Contingencies

2.200.000

651

721

92.177.498

27.279

30.196

15.483.240

4.582

5.072

PBI International-level governance
PBI International accounts audit
Contributions to PBI Country Groups

18.651.502

5.520

6.110

PBI International Secretariat contributions

170.965.164

50.595

56.005

205.099.906

60.696

67.187

3.176.692.162

940.097

1.040.621

0

0

TOTAL OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
NON OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
Expenses from previous statements
Difference in exchange rate

103.771.024

30.710

33.993

Peso adjustment

64.382

19

21

Contribution to Country Groups

0

0

0

Extraordinary expenses

5.467.212

1.618

1.791

TOTAL NON OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

109.302.618

32.347

35.805

TOTAL EXPENSES

3.285.994.779

972.444

1.076.426

NON REALISED PROFITS DUE TO EXCHANGE
RATE

0

-6.799

-1.605

STATEMENT RESULTS

-341.570.193

-107.882

-113.496
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PBI Colombia
funding agencies
Catalan Agency for Cooperation and Development (ACCD) I Spanish Agency for International Development
Cooperation (AECID) I Basque Agency for Development Cooperation I Barcelona City Council I Donostia
City Council I Pamplona City Council I Brot für die Welt – Bread for the World I Christian Aid / Charity I
Christian Aid / Irish Aid I ICCO – Interchurch Organization for Development Cooperation I Mensen met een
Missie I Norwegian Foreign Ministry 15/11292, COL - 15/0007 I Misereor I Open Society Foundations I
Oxfam Intermon I Protect Defenders / The European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR)
I Protestant Church St. Gallen – Tablat I Civil Peace Service – German Foreign Ministry I UNIFOR Canada I
Ville de Geneve DGVS I Individual and anonymous donations I PBI Germany I PBI Canada I PBI Cataluña I
PBI Spain I PBI France (Non Violence XXI) I PBI Nafarroa I PBI Norway I PBI Switzerland I PBI UK
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Peace Brigades International (PBI) is a non-governmental organisation recognised by the United Nations,
which has maintained a team of international observers/accompaniers in Colombia on an ongoing basis
since 1994. PBI’s mission is to protect the working environment of human rights defenders, who face repression due to their non-violent human rights activities.
PBI Colombia teams remain in the field, at the request of local organisations, accompanying persons
and organisations under threat. This fieldwork is complemented by significant dialogue and advocacy with
civilian and military authorities, as well as with NGOs,
the Church, multilateral bodies, and the diplomatic
corp, in order to promote human rights and disseminate information on the human rights situation in Colombia.

If you believe PBI’s presence helps protect persons
who carry out human rights work, you may do the following:
Support us economically on a personal or
institutional basis.
Join the nearest PBI country group and
support the international network from
your place of residence.
Apply to become a volunteer with one
of the PBI projects.

www.pbicolombia.org

Proyecto PBI Colombia
Washington, DC (USA)
Tel. (+1) 2027474780
repusa@pbicolombia.net
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Delegación de PBI en Colombia
Bogotá, Colombia
Tel. (+57) 1287 0403
coin@pbicolombia.net

Proyecto PBI Colombia,
Unión Europea
Tel. (+34) 634 256 337
coordinacion.europa@
pbicolombia.net

